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Groundwaters is a grassroots, community-oriented literary quarterly
which serves the West Lane area and all its connections through publication of the local arts, history and information. Volunteers create
Groundwaters. They finance and produce it, deliver copies and improve it. It is distributed free of charge through local businesses and
libraries, and is mailed to subscribers across the U.S. for a small annual fee. Material may be submitted from anyone, any age.
Check out Groundwaters at http://www.groundwaters.org/
Our website not only includes current and past issues of our
magazine, but also features much more from our local authors, artists
and photographers and other interesting highlights than can be fit on
our printed pages. Some areas of the website are mature in theme.
Parents should be aware of this and surf the website accordingly.
GUIDELINES FOR THE MAGAZINE
1. Email submissions are preferred. MS-Word or WordPerfect,
please; no headers, footers, or in-line graphics. Typed or legible
handwritten submissions are also acceptable. Don’t send originals.
2. Include a phone number or email address with each
submission. You may use a pseudonym, but all work must be signed.
3. Submission limit is 2,000 words.
4. Please be respectful to all. Read Groundwaters to understand
its audience, and speak from the heart. Every age is welcome here.
Featured artists and authors are representative of all ages and levels of
experience. We do not accept political or religious opinion pieces for
the printed magazine, but well-reasoned, non-offensive writing of that
nature, or writing with a more mature theme, may be considered for
publication on our website. No pornography will be accepted for either
medium.
5. Themes: Each issue of Groundwaters is assigned a one-word
theme with multi-meanings. Submissions do not have to reflect the
theme, but those that do are welcomed.
6. Include a bit of information about yourself and your
submission to share with our readers.
7. Artists, as well as writers, are invited. Please submit scanned
images as at least 200 dpi email attachments in either .jpg or .tif format
after first notifying us that you are going to do so.
8. Original works are protected under the copyright of
Groundwaters and may not be reproduced without permission of the
author/artist. They remain the property of the author/artist.
9. Works in the public domain may be submitted to reprint, but
credits to authors/artists must be included.
10. No payment (other than fleeting fame) is offered. Groundwaters
will provide two copies to a contributor of the issues in which their work
appears. Please include a mailing address for this purpose.
11. Changes may be made in submitted material due to
grammatical errors and space constraints. Whenever possible, the
material and content will not be altered. Authors need to be aware that
published material will also be available on the Groundwaters web site.
Deadline for next issue is November 15, 2008
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Burnett, Elizabeth Tyler Brown, Jennifer Chambers, Riley Chambers, Joe DeAngelo, Nick DeAngelo, Kelly Edwards, Pat Edwards,
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Hays-Eberts, Sonny Hays-Eberts, Tom Howell, Linsey Kau,
Stephanie Kau, Gary L. Lewis, Norm Maxwell, Herbert Medlin,
Christine Mount, Avis Rust, Karen Vosika, Karen Wickham
With Sincere and Abundant Gratitude To: ART, Inc., Friends
of the Fern Ridge Library, Jim & Jonni Burnett, Earl Hain, Kathy
Fox, Barbara Kau, Paula Krug Keys and readers everywhere!
————————————
Locations for extra copies: Fern Ridge Market in Alvadore;
Cheshire Darimart, in Cheshire; The Book Mine and Kalapuya
Books in Cottage Grove; Bloom’s Automania, Keep Ya’ Crowin’
Market & Deli and Crow Grange in Crow; Lorane Family Store,
Lorane General Store, and the Rebekah Lodge in Lorane; Alpha-Bit Café in Mapleton; Noti Post Office, in Noti; Curves,
Fern Ridge Library, Kelley’s True Value Hardware, Robbie’s
Windowbox Caffe; Secret House Winery, West Lane News and
The Farm Store in Veneta.
To obtain copies for display or distribution, email
contact@groundwaters.org or call 344-0986.
Mail Subscriptions:
Groundwaters can also be mailed to you, family and friends.
Subscriptions are available for $10.00/year (four issues) to
cover postage and handling. Back issues are also available for a
nominal fee.
Advertisements:
Groundwaters reaches a substantial local audience and it
continues to attract more readers. We now offer space for local
advertisements to help support the costs of producing the
magazine. Email contact@groundwaters.org for more
information.
Groundwaters is produced entirely with volunteer labor and is
offered free of charge to the public. Therefore, we also gratefully
accept donations to help defray the costs of printing.

“Root”
Deadlines
2009
January - “Refresh”
April - “Wonder”
July - “Light”
October - “Journey”

Winter - Nov 15
Spring - Feb 15
Summer - May 15
Fall - August 15

Email to contact@groundwaters.org (correspondence)
submission@groundwaters.org (submissions)
Mail to Groundwaters
P.O. Box 50, Lorane, OR 97451
Questions? Need more copies? Call (541) 344-0986
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ABOUT THE COVER & THE ARTIST:
Grand Gnarled Oak. “I took a picture of this oak tree
around 1980 with my camera. I then drew it on a piece of
paper and transferred it to a piece of aluminum that had
been painted with black paint, scratching the tree image
into the black paint with an Exacto knife. When photocopied, it showed a white drawing on a black background.”
~ Avis Rust
Note: For Groundwaters’ use, we reversed the image in PhotoShop,
giving it the resulting look of a pen and ink drawing.

Eighty-eight year old Avis Rust has long been a writer,
contributing a weekly column, “Noti News,” to the West Lane
News since the mid-1960s. More recently, she has shared some
of her insights and knowledge with the readers of
Groundwaters (see her contributions for this issue on pages
23 & 28).
She has written in her journal daily since 1960 and keeps
meticulous scrapbooks of local events and activities, mostly
from the pages of the West Lane News.
What some people don’t know, however, is what a talented artist Avis is, as well. Her artistic interests are mainly
botanical. She loves plants, flowers and trees and they are her
favorite subjects for her drawings. She loves flower-arranging and provides a seasonal bouquet every Sunday for her
church.
For more about Avis, see Judy Hays-Eberts’ profile on
Avis in the Winter 2008 issue of Groundwaters.

DragonBaby, Colyn Vosika. Photo taken by Shanti
Deojay
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Editorial Perspectives

G

roundwaters will have a new home someday
soon. About four years ago, my husband Jim and I
bought the old building and property in Lorane that sits
next to our Lorane Family Store. The building at one time
housed Chancy Davis’ colorful and rowdy tavern, the “Dew
Drop Inn,” but when Chancy retired in the late 1950s, the
next door neighbor, Jerry Keep, bought it and immediately closed it down. He and his wife were tired of the
noise and occasional fist-fights that took place next to their
home each night. The building has been boarded up and
used for storage since 1959.
After taking over as managing editor of Groundwaters,
our home has been rapidly filling up with reams of paper,
boxes of back issues and files of business papers. It’s begun to overflow into my dining room and the spare bedroom where I keep the printer on-loan from the HaysEberts.
So, the plan is to make the Dew Drop Inn
Groundwaters’ new home. I’ve been working on it as I
can. I’ve accomplished a lot, but there is still much to do.
I’m hoping to get the outside painted before winter and
then I can work to finish the inside that still needs a new
floor and a pellet stove. Most of the windows have to be
replaced, too, but it’s gradually getting there. I’ll try to
keep you informed on our progress! ~ Pat Edwards

Check out P
at’s Blog!
Pat’s
http://sawdustandcider.com/blog1/

Our Readers Write

T

o all the people who help make Groundwaters
such a great read.
I keep thinking of many ideas in which to submit - but as of yet - they are still floating around in
my thoughts. Seems when I get an idea, I am without pen and paper. See - taking a shower, or a walk
w/ the dog or mowing the lawn seems to be the
time my creative juices flow. But once I get to
where I can write down these “fabulous” ideas
for reading - I have lost a lot of the content.
So I will continue to support (when possible).
I enjoy (constantly) the efforts of all writers, poets & authors & those who
make their
ideas a reality. You all are
truly literary angels!! (or is that
angles??)
With great respect Kathy Fox

“Sensuality often makes love grow too quickly, so that the root
remains weak and is easy to pull out” Friedrich Nietzsche
“Regimes planted by bayonets do not take root.” Ronald Reagan
“When sadness comes, just sit by the side and look at it and say,
“I am the watcher, I am not sadness,” and see the difference.
Immediately you have cut the very root of sadness. It is no
more nourished. It will die of starvation.We feed these emotions
by being identified with them.” Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh

Last Century’s Advice to Voters (1914)

Dew Drop Inn photo taken by Sonny Hays-Eberts

“We have before us the Oregon census for 1910. In this
we find that the stay-at-home persons who were entitled
to vote actually outnumbered those who went to the polls.
Those who did not vote on prohibition exceeded by 29,000
the wet and dry voters combined. Curry county had the
largest per cent of voters, i.e., 60 per cent. Hood River
county had the smallest, or 34 per cent.
“Every pulpit should sound out the warning. The
churches of the Northwest can do nothing greater during
the next few weeks than to see that every dry voter is registered, and that they are thoroughly saturated with the
fact that they must vote, and vote early. Get your vote in
by ten o’clock. Let’s kill old King Alcohol as early in the
day as possible.”
Church and School,August 20, 1914, Church and School Publishing
Co., Eugene Bible University, Eugene, Oregon.
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Helicopter Crash
In memory of the fire crew of Iron 44 who died in the line of duty on August 5, 2008
By Norm Maxwell

I

have been trying to phase wildland firefighting out of
my life as I wind down my career with Eugene District. I
find I enjoy summers at home and not spending 75 days
sleeping in the dirt and eating garbage. Having paid off a
30-year mortgage in eight years, largely with fire overtime
and hazard pay, gave me a new perspective on fighting fire. I
think wildland firefighting is like serving in the military and
planting trees. Everybody should be required to do it in their
youth, but you don’t have to spend your entire life at it.
I was saddened to read of the Sikorsky 61 helicopter
that crashed and burned in Northern California while extracting fire-fighters from the line to bring them in to base
camp for showers and R&R. I have seen Carson S61s on
many fires. I believe the military adopted these big copters
in 1961. They are at least twice the mass of the UH-1 Huey
but are smaller than the Jolly Green Giant, although not by
much. The machine that went down was built in the 70s,
but that is still an old helicopter.
I have seen S61s used for bucket work and slinging cargo
nets out to the fire line. I cannot remember ever seeing one
carded to move troops on a fire. Frequently referred to as a
“school bus,” the S61 has a long slab-sided fuselage usually painted yellow and white. A helicopter is a collection
of moving parts flying in formation. The pilot is constantly
correcting the machine’s reaction to the last correction he
made. Helicopters do not glide. They are at their most vulnerable while lifting off before they have enough forward
movement to slide their main rotors into undisturbed air,
achieving “translational lift.”
I have been the “snuffy” in the back on many, many
troop shuttle missions in aging helicopters. The job is to
ensure that we have an accurate weight manifest that doesn’t
exceed the helicopter’s ability. You make sure that the
firefighters are thoroughly briefed on riding the type of
machine they are about to load. You discuss crash positions
and fuel shut off. You lead the stick of personnel with their
gear from the front of the copter so the pilot can see you as
he keeps the rotors idling with hands on the controls. Just
as importantly, you make sure nobody walks into the tail
rotor. The people ground their gear and take seats. Sometimes they can’t get their seat belts fastened and hold them
together rather than raise their hand for assistance. You load
their gear behind the nylon netting and make sure the troops
are seated correctly. You shut the door and notify the pilot
by intercom that we are ready to lift.
The din increases as the pilot pulls pitch and throttle.
Real helicopters differ from Hollywood models in that you
cannot carry on a conversation with the engines running.
The rotors don’t stop instantly when the pilot shuts down,
either.
I have always wondered about the condition of the machine I was riding in. “What’s that noise? Are we losing

altitude? I sure hope the pilot sees those wires ahead. That
tree top looks really close. Is that leak getting bigger?”
The difference between a leak and a seep on a helicopter is:
You have to fix a leak. I have heard that it can be demonstrated on paper that helicopters as well as bumblebees cannot fly, but somehow, they do.
When I first heard of the S61 crash, I am guilty of first
thinking how glad I was that it wasn’t me in the back, riding
with the troops. If I had suited-up this year, the odds of me
being in that particular helicopter would have been many
thousands of times greater than winning the lottery. Then I
reflected on the machine ascending like it had a thousand
times before. Ho-hum. Then a sudden loss of power. A horrible sinking feeling – the ground rising up to smite thee.
Contact with terra firma. The main rotors flailing themselves
to death on trees and ground and feeding the reverse power
through the transmissions, torquing the turbine engines out
of their mounts. The fuselage would be flopping wildly during this event – jet fuel everywhere – and then the spark or
flame to set it off.
I feel intensely for the people killed and injured in the
crash. I can picture the event all too vividly. The troops
were happy that they were leaving the fire line for a chance
to be clean and sleep in a bed and drink real coffee or beer
and have a hot meal – maybe even in a restaurant. It had to
have been traumatic for the people on the ground, too –
helpless to put the fire out in time to save their buddies;
dragging the badly burned survivors clear; listening to their
moans and assuring them that they will be all right. You’ve
seen worse. If you can make them believe it, they will probably live. If they doubt, they die. Endless contemplations
on some variation of “That could’ve been me.”
People get killed fighting wildfire – always have, always will. By and large, wildland firefighting is safer than
crossing the street. It is amazing how so many firefighters
are deployed and redeployed throughout the West during
long hot summers with no mishaps. But it does happen. I
have climbed Storm King Mountain and stood by the monument to the 30-Mile disaster by the Chewuch River. Young
lives cut short. Wrong place at the wrong time.
Take care out there and stay safe.
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Who are They?
... the inside “scoop” on some of your favorite local writers

Herbert “Herbie” Medlin
By Pat Edwards
(Herbie Medlin has agreed to be first in a series of profiles on some of the writers who have shared their
special talents with the readers of Groundwaters.)

H

erbie first submitted his poem, “Once Upon a Dream”
to Groundwaters for the Fall 2007 issue. Actually, he
submitted a number of poems and writings at once
and has allowed us to print
them “as needed.” We’ve
since published one or
more of his writings in
each issue, my favorite being the poem, “Winter
Rose” (Winter 2008) and I
have become his biggest
fan. There is a gentleness
to his writing that reveals
a depth of emotion and a
pe
quiet respect for life and the people who live it.
Herbie grew up in the Bethel-Danebo area of Eugene
and graduated from Willamette High School in 1972. He
spent his childhood on a farm – milking cows, gathering
eggs, feeding livestock – and he earned money for school
clothes in the area’s bean and berry fields and walnut orchards. He joined the local fire department as a volunteer
when he was 16 and remained a member for 16 more years.
After graduation, Herbie joined the U.S. Army as a
firefighter/crash rescue specialist and was stationed at Fort
Stewart, south of Savannah, Georgia. He was assigned to
the 238th Aviation Attack Helicopter Company.
“Most of our time was spent 20 miles from the main
post at a heli-pad in the swamp – not much to see there but
snakes and opossums.” He earned his EMT certificate while
there. Nineteen months later, he was transferred to
Puukuloa Training Area on the big island of Hawaii.
Herbie has worked a lot of jobs since then, trying to
find something that he really enjoys doing, but allergies
and a permanent wrist injury have limited his options. His
favorites over the years were horse logging and auto body
repair, but he had to give up both eventually. He is now
driving a truck for Delta Sand and Gravel Company.
When he is not working or taking care of his elderly
father, Herbie enjoys spending time in the Coast Range,
picking mushrooms, camping, hunting and relaxing.
“There are some days I just drive from Horton all the
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way to the coast on the mountain roads. The serenity and
beauty always refresh me.”
The stress caused by his inability to do the work he
loves and an unsuccessful marriage have turned him inward and his “scribblings” over the years have been therapeutic, providing him a much-needed outlet for the stress
and resulting depression that occasionally begin to build.
“A friend gave me a copy of Groundwaters and said I
should submit something. After much thought, I did and
have been surprised and humbled at your response.
Groundwaters is the only place I have submitted anything
to so far. You have spoiled me with your kindness.”
Be assured, Herbie, we’ll continue to do so as long as
you want to be a part of the Groundwaters family.

In Honor
Somewhere today
A mother cries
Trying to show pride
Through her pain
With feet like clay
And red-rimmed eyes
She takes the long ride
To where her child will be lain
For her Soldier she prays
Who paid the ultimate price
In war they died
From the rockets’ rain
Taps will play
The salute will fire
As the Soldier’s final ride
Ends in a stone-filled plain
~ Herbie

W

The Handiwork of God
I have looked upon the sunset,
The handiwork of God.
I have felt His spirit strain
As all His earth I’ve trod.
I gaze upon His creatures
And sense the wonder of them all.
I see His spirit expressing
In tree, in rock, in waterfall.
I sense the Christ in all I see
But the clearest expression of His being
Is that which I see in Thee.
~ James R. Burnett
“The Handiwork of God” is a poem that Jim wrote to his mother,
Ruth Kinsman Ward, many years ago. She has lovingly kept it in
her Bible ever since. It’s a poem of love to a very special lady
and one which she requested we include in Groundwaters.
It’s an easy request to fill for our 93-year old mother. pe

The Hawk

A

s I sit in my truck and watch the miles roll by, the
boredom and loneliness are a constant
companion. Once again I find I am not my own best
company, although the heavy fog and ice-covered trees
make for a wonderful sight.
Hawks with their own beauty soaring in their
false freedom looking for the next life-giving meal
remind me of the homeless, with their signs asking
for help or the ones in a daze with the terrible weight
of life showing in their bent shoulders – not seeing or
caring about the surrounding beauty, for the cold damp
is one of the enemies itself. They are the faceless and
nameless legions, that those such as myself are maybe
one step away from joining.
Their plight splits my emotions into shards of pity,
hope, shame, happiness and, most of all, fear for the
future of these legions and selfishly for me, as I know
I am not strong enough to survive if my fate is to join
them.
So for now, the lonely boredom of my own
company is still a dazzling diamond compared to the
ones with the signs and the bent shoulders of
hopelessness, lost in the beauty of trees of ice crystals
and soft white fog.
As for the Hawk, it just disappears into the mist
adding punctuation to the loneliness and fear within
me.

~ Herbie

e have lived in this house since…
the year of our wedding date,
before sidewalks and sewer,
Thanksgiving 1986,
before fir trees were planted
I was then 27
before most subdivisions,
as long as nephews have known,
before the rock path was dug
generations of cats passed
before the shrubs and flowers
goats lived on the neighbor’s land
before those trees were cut down
next door was woods and critters
before apples and cherries,
cedar and redbud from Jack,
before the rose from Mark’s death
the library was so small,
before the small graves of dogs,
rabbits, guinea pig and birds,
before our garden was planned,
the clearing of brush and weeds
before almost all our neighbors
lots were bigger everywhere
before this city’s council,
the house was brown and yellow
before I knew I loved it,
trees were bulldozed in a day
before I learned to maintain
I knew nothing about it,
before I became attached
I did not know this respect
before I learned of its strength,
after its builder’s long gone,
before we became loyal
others were ever before…
before I ever knew of…
how this city came to be,
Hunter and Pratt and land deals,
DLCs and SDCs,
the turns of each century,
Camas and Kalapuya,
farmers moved on,
Socialists and Catholics,
hops and moonshine and now wine,
the worth of work and horses,
things built with long life in mind,
how people cared for these things,
the hopes these folks once cherished,
much that I yet do not know,
what was here, burned or wasted,
the train station and brickyard,
Hadleyville, Central and such,
August Swenson’s papers stashed,
the burning desire of a dream,
the ups and downs of around.
~ Judy Hays-Eberts, ©2007
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Winter Waiting
by Karen Wickham

W

inter: I have not often welcomed her icy fingers and
cold embrace. What is to love about cold, wet and dark,
frigid gray fog, muted misty mornings and long black evenings? I
think of the bears as I sleep later and go to bed earlier, because
what else is there to do? I decide it is time to make friends with
Winter. It is true, Winter wind, crispy chill, everything grayed
out in a fog dripping, lazy lumbering landscape, continuous rain
and wet feet are not my natural preferences. My thoughts pry,
try to seduce Spring into revealing its secret hiding place. But
alas not yet. Winter is waiting.
Winter waits for me to unwrap her gifts before she leaves.
Gifts? What gifts? Oh yes. I had forgotten.You mean the reason to
wear the soft wool sweater and hat knit by my mother, long gone…
feeling her blessing again in these humble offerings.Then there is
the gift of a warm wood fire. Motivated by my chilly bones, I lug
the tree’s final blessing from the shed, carefully arrange the kindling, kindly axed by my sweet man, wad the paper and light the
match. Thus I build and stoke a wood stove fire with more hope
than practiced expertise. The fire licks at the air and burns eagerly, beginning to invite my shoulders to unbrace and my breath
to let go its protective hold against the indifferent cold. Now I
detect there are more gifts as I am willing to welcome what is:
The gentle rain on the roof reminds me of comfort and safety as
I snuggle under my warm down coverlet on a dark morning; better still, the instinctive reaching for the warmth of my sweetie
whose arms embrace me against the cold, or cuddling with our
soft, furry beasts that search out warmth on my chest or beneath
my covers. My fingers caress Mew’s black silky fur with one hand,
and Bhakti dog’s white fluff with the other. My senses come alive
and my heart is warmed by their wriggling, pressing, licking or
in whatever way insisting on my attention and body affection…
so sweet.
As often happens with age, I am told, my eyes see less well in
the dark. Bright car lights blind me to dangers lurking on night
roads. Alas I must decline the evening’s invitations… and stay
home… to read or write or perhaps knit. Maybe I’ll just sit by
the crackling fire and do nothing but think my own wise thoughts,
sip my hot brew, feeling its warm passage into my inside spaces
and just BE. Yes, thank you particularly, Winter, for this sweet
comfort of forced leisure that beckons me to listen deeply to the
Self that watches, knows, accepts and loves, while all too briefly
shutting out the little me that plans, weighs, worries and judges,
ever pressing toward a non-existent future. I remember: It is always and only NOW.Thank you dark Winter for your gift of time.
Winter’s most obvious gift is the silent snowfall, rare and
usually fleeting in these parts and thus most treasured. When the
crystalline quilt covers all, especially the majestic pines and firs,
still abundant here, I don’t mind the cold anymore. The brief
blast of beauty warms me from the inside. Ahhh! most lovely
Winter! And there is more, the beauty of the berry-studded holly
8
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and the green fir branches scattered across the driveway by the
wind, the abundance of busy birds a flurry of flitting to and from
the feeders. Again Winter gives time (and I add, my intention) to
watch them. (Perhaps summer brings too much doing to be with
the feathered ones in the same way.)
Ahhh, yes! birds, the geese head South like arrows in formation. I hear their wild honking choir and rush out the door to
glimpse the awesome sight. It is the season that commands their
mass exodus. With a bit of envy, I feel so blessed to witness their
display.
Winter heralds the gift of the coming of the light… no small
favor in this Northern country. From Winter’s inception the days
enlarge.The dark retreats. Light and the lengthening of days brings
an ancient promise: growing, greening, warmth and the wardrobe of Spring.To celebrate that primal hope, I gather with friends
around a huge backyard campfire, singing, drumming, dancing
and sharing stories of despair and triumph. We hold hands. We
are the support we have been waiting for. Shy shadows of Winter
is our witness.
Yet another gift of Winter... yes, I think my favorite, is a short
one hour drive West by car. It is the rugged Oregon Coast, which
of course delights year ‘round but Ahhh! in Winter; a capricious,
wild and fearsome giant rearing, roaring and swallowing the shore.
This ocean is my home. She is where I come from and to whom I
shall return. Me thinks this coast is Nature’s greatest and grandest display of fierce and feral power. I sit, watch endlessly mesmerized by the changing colors and forms, lights and shadows,
deafening sounds of wind and wave, blowing sand and sea weed
smell and Oh joy! is that a white foam spouting whale heading
North?!
More gifts? Yes it is the gift Winter excels in. How could I
forget…Christmas! Christmas with its lightness and weight of
years past, its focus on the ones I love and how to please them.
(Of course that takes listening deeply to their wants and needs
when they do not suspect my motive). Christmas with its sparkly
lights gracing indoor trees and transforming modest houses into
gingerbread! Colored lights and warm fires could not delight me
so, were it not against the backdrop of Winter’s gray chill. And
how could hot chocolate and hot spiced cider be such a treat
without the cold that brings me inside to smell and taste such
liquid warmth. I could linger long on the gift of Winter’s Christmas, tell you of carols, the tenderness of blending loudest and
sweetest voices and sharing them together. And what about the
children? Christmas is the celebration of peace, connection and
the innocence of one special child. And I dare not forget the lovable child in each of us. Christmas is about all children wanted, belonging and having enough. It is at Christmas time that I get to fulfill
my greatest need, the wish to make more wonderful the life of others. Thank you Winter for your gift of Christmas.
My heart feels full and grateful. Surely that was Winter’s last

gift. But you say there is more? What could I have possibly forgotten? What gift does Winter yet silently wait for me to open? What
gift hides in the darkest corner yet undiscovered? What? It is a
quiet gift, unassuming. It could easily be left unopened at least
this year or next or perhaps for many years. I see I have a certain
anxiousness about it, this yet unopened gift. Is it fear that I am
feeling? Ah yes, I know now:Winter reminds me that if fortunate
to live to old age, the Winter season of my life, I have yet the most
important and awesome task yet to accomplish, the task of letting go of all that I think I am and all those I hold most dear. It is
thru the door of Winter that I must step into Mystery, the final
Mystery, there to discover, if I can trust her,Winter’s most colossal surprise, her greatest gift of all. Thank you Winter, for saving
the best for last!
I’ve lived in Veneta for about 10 years, moving here from Dallas Texas.
Two years after I moved, my Sweetie followed me here and we live on
a lovely little 11/2 acre of paradise with our Bichon dog, Bhakti and
cat, Mew. By profession, I am a clinical social worker and am currently
working at the Center For Community Counseling. At this moment I
am attempting to make sense of recent major health crisis: Breast
Cancer, mastectomy etc. I am just now trying to sort out thoughts and
journal them. I am curious what I might write! Essentially I have only
written for myself, a little poetry, lots of letters.When life experience
converges with my internal wisdom’s insistent voice: “It is time to
write it down.”, then I do. I have never had anything published except
for occasional letter to the editor. I wrote a piece for “This I Believe”
but it was not accepted. I taught an Artist Way class through Lane
Community College based on Julia Cameron’s book by the same title
for several years. I loved teaching this class and it is, of course all
about journaling. I have a fantasy of writing a book about aging and
have written some but have not yet exercised the discipline to really
go to it. Last year I read my piece on “Winter” to a small gathering
because each was supposed to bring something they had created
and share it with the group. It was very scary for me to do that!
People there told me about Groundwaters and suggested I contact
you, so here I am.

Winter scene along Territorial Road. Picture taken by Pat
Edwards

Grandma’s Quiet Triumph
by Wanda Edwards

I

read once that resistance can’t exist without an opposing factor.
My first reaction was to think what a bunch of hot air that idea
was!Then… I remembered the time, back in 1957, Grandma battled
the church board and won without a punch. It was a small church we
attended, nestled on the outskirts of Oakridge, Oregon. (It was called
Willamette City then, now a part of Oakridge.)
My Grandma, Effie Mae Bain, was a big woman. She must have
weighed three hundred pounds, although she never seemed fat. She
appeared soft and fluffy as she moved her tremendous bulk slowly
and gracefully, while the gentle smell of flowers and sweetness lingered in her wake. I never heard her utter an angry word.
Grandma dressed in cotton dresses with little flowery prints
and an apron that covered her ample front and sides.When she bent
over to take chitlins or pies from her wood-burning stove you could
see where her stockings were rolled at her knees. No girdles or garter belts for her!
Grandma had thin hair kept sparkling blue-white with Mrs.
Stewart’s bluing that most people used for laundry. Her skin was
soft to touch from her nightly rituals with Oil of Olay. She always
looked as if she had delicately applied peaches and cream to her face
and body.
Grandma liked to be outdoors in her big straw hat taking care of
her flowers, both tame and wild. She was as soft and gentle with
them as she was with her canaries. She treated all children with that
same delicate touch. Grandma just meandered through life like a
pretty feather floating in the breeze, so the church board thing was
rather strange.
My parents and grandparents attended all the church board
meetings, which guaranteed my protesting presence.This particular
meeting was to find a teacher for the frequently rowdy high school
group. It was the group I would be joining soon and I secretly looked
forward to it.What fun they appeared to have challenging adults and
rules! Finding a teacher seemed as difficult as the group was reported to be. The meeting droned on. My grandmother stood and
said that she would take the class. It must have been nearly five minutes before anyone was able to speak or move.
The men stammered and the women stuttered, but the message
was the same. Everyone knew the class would send this sweet gentle
woman to the loony bin. They argued with her. They persuaded.
They tried to threaten. Grandma just smiled and nodded and said
she would teach the class. She didn’t even recognize the battle. It was
decided she could try but they meant for her to fail.
We both started the high school group the same Sunday. I was
already chattering away to some friends when Grandma wafted
through the door. She looked around the room and spoke in a voice
like whipped cream. “No one in the church wanted me to teach this
class,” she said. “They didn’t think I could control the ill-mannered
children. I reckon none of those children are here today. I see only
polite and intelligent young men and women.”
Grandma taught the high school class for years. She was like the
green willow, bending with the winds, with roots so deep she never
yielded an inch.
October 2008
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Bittersweet

Pine Tar Soap
Jim Burnett, October 23, 2006
Evansville, Indiana

W

alking through the wondrous aisles in an Amish Dry
Goods Store in Illinois, a bar of Grandpa’s Pine Tar
Soap caught my eye. It has been several decades since I
have encountered Pine Tar Soap and I was immediately
drawn to it. First checking with Jonni to see if the smell
would bother her – it did not – so I bought a bar. This
morning I showered with it; its dark lather and strong aroma
brought back long-ago memories. It brought back pleasant
remembrances of a simpler life – feelings rooted in the
distant memories of “our Ranch” just off Territorial Hwy.
and Powell Road. That soap is like something Grandpa
Smith would have used, that and horse liniment and...
there’s an aura of old and pleasant familiarity that its aroma
and feel stir within me.
Last night I bought a quart of buttermilk. Now, there is
a definite link back to the Smith Ranch! It was there in our
separator room off the kitchen that I discovered buttermilk, REAL buttermilk. We had two marvelous mechanical devices there: the hand-cranked cream separator and a
butter churn. With all the wonder of a second-grader newly
moved to the ranch, I cranked the separator, little understanding the centrifugal forces and inner workings that
cause cream to come out one spout and milk from another,
but is was fun turning the crank and I was somehow “making” it all happen. Later, pouring fresh separated cream
from our cows into the large glass butter churn, I took my
turn hand cranking it. It was not as mysterious as the separator – I could see the wooden paddles turning and stirring
the cream. As I turned, something happened. The churning got harder and clumps began to form – the “butter”
separating itself from the cream; pure down-home magic.
My reward for laboring with the churn was fresh pure unadulterated buttermilk with bits of real butter – there is
nothing like it - certainly not any of those cultured
buttermilks of today.
Many years later in Portland, I chanced upon the Buttermilk Corner, a dairy outlet on 4th Street, downtown. It
had a lunch counter and it had… buttermilk. For a quarter,
you got a glass and could fill it yourself from chilled stainless steel urns on the counter, Two-bits a glass, free refills.
It was great, especially since each glass came full to overflowing with fond memories of times in Lorane. However,
as refreshing as it was, it could not compare to the real
stuff fresh from udder to pail, to bucket, to churn, tin cup
and to mouth.
I cannot relive the buttermilk experience, but I still
have Pine Tar Soap... but as I revisit this journal entry in
July 2008, in preparation for submission to Groundwaters,
I do so within the lingering scent of a refreshing Pine Tar
Soap shower this morning.
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By Jennifer Chambers

I

t’s bittersweet morning. I’m home with my 3-yearold, sick with
his first fever of many in this first school year. I am reminded of
the fall leaves outside, the first days of school, the infinite mutability of everyday life.
He’s three, true. We’ve got a long school career ahead of us.
Like the leaves, though, his extreme youth can’t help but put into
relief the coming fall wind and the tenuous grasp we have on the
summers of our lives, the same way I put up my peaches last week
in an attempt to hold on to the last delicious drop of summer.
I try to make our days fly by with routines and fun times,
stories, laughter, and school. The fall is the harvest of my (hopefully) good parenting- time apart from my precious gifts to the
world, time to just go to the gym or write, nothing big- time to
return to myself.
This is an old tune, made all the more poignant by the other
mothers in my son’s preschool class. I see echoes of my mother,
her mother; all mothers this time of year. Do we send him or her?
Is it too early? Are they ready? Are we?
Why is it that the heartbreak doesn’t ease the older your children get? Or does it? It isn’t quite the same, sending my seven year
old off to second grade. But it still hurts. He’s learning how to go
away from me, a little more every day. That’s what his father and I
prepare them for. I wonder if it’s like that when they leave home
for good.
I know I’m in the “good times” of my life, or as the country song
puts it, “Oh yeah, that’s the good stuff.” My kids are young.They aren’t
cynical. Not brats with an attitude. I hope that isn’t inevitable.
All the corny stuff in the world is true, in some measure, isn’t
it? You want them to fly with their own wings. You want every
good time to last. Not the tantrums, the three year old “I don’t
wanna!” and the seven year old “But why do I have to’s.” Those are
the inevitable things. They won’t last, any more than the wonderful heart-swelling of the baby’s first smile. Or one cranky three
year-old’s fever.
I hope I teach them now to make their own harvest, this fall.
They can pick apples and blackberries and play Go Fish and soccer
and piano and go down the slide at preschool. It isn’t a question of
being ready, is it? It just is. I want them to make good memories, to
open up like a present when they come to the winters of their
lives. I can too.

The Mathematics of Soul
This soul has multiplied and divided,
added and subtracted;
It went out so far in all directions
it came back to itself,
Its dimensions refined to a circle –
smooth, swift and unhindered –
as we do the soul’s math and record it,
the world breaks down to just one and nothing.
~ Judy Hays-Eberts

Willamette Writers Conference
By Jennifer Chambers

I

just returned from the annual Willamette Writers Con
ference in Portland, Oregon, a weekend devoted to the
craft and fellowship with other writers. I had a wonderful
time – I generally do when I indulge in the habit of further
education. Plus, I was hoping to promote Groundwaters
while I was there.
Such conferences are made up of mini-seminars from
which to choose in any given time slot. Since you have
limited time, and the rooms generally have limited space,
it’s prudent to plan well and know what you want to see
going in. This was especially true for me, as I would
only be able to attend one day.
I was most looking forward to a session by
writer and editor Elizabeth Lyon, with whom
I have had an e-mail dialogue about the
magazine, and who I’ve just missed
meeting on several occasions. I
came into the session fueled up on
endless cups of very good coffee
(one of the perks at seminars
in the NW) and intended to
write down furiously all the
bits of wisdom the veteran could
brew up. I was also amped and coming off the adrenaline from a pitch session with an agent, to be honest, but it was one of those
sessions that happened in my life at just the right time, the
perfect doppio to my double-shot.
Ms. Lyon’s session was called, “Writing and Revising
Your Novel’s Query, Synopsis and Two Pages.” Her talk
was informative, well-organized and concise, but left room
for questions and answers both during and afterwards. The
initial focus was on the dreaded Query. “Use the five paragraph format,” Lyon explained – “pitch, synopsis of no
more than two paragraphs, short biography and communication information.” Lyon went on to illustrate with actual
queries taken anonymously from her estimated 200 queries floating around her office. The anonymity was nice;
I’m sure my query letters from the past could have been on
her “bad examples” list. The sum of her seminar was that
you should spend time crafting the query, not just the manuscript. The information was presented concisely, was wellorganized, and Lyon gave us a worksheet for further interest. It was a fantastic way for me to salivate over what
more I could find in her book.
Another helpful session was given by Marilyn Allen;
“How to Query and Pitch to Get Agents’ and Editors’ Attention.” (Can you sense a theme in my class choices?)
Allen, too, used a handout to recap the information contained in the seminar. Her alliterative advice was fun: “The

Hook, The Book and the Cook.” The “Hook,” is the pitch,
the concisely-put teaser to make an agent want to know
more. The “Cook,” is the writers’ credentials. For instance,
if you want to write a cookbook, it helps if you’re Emeril—
or at least that you’re a chef, a licensed nutritionist, etc.
Cook credentials are your B.A., your professional experience or the thing that makes you informed on your subject. The “Book,” of course, is your special material, condensed.
I was able to spread the word about Groundwaters,
too. In fact, the person who sat next to me at
lunch is going to submit her story of an alternative publishing experience. I was able to
glean so much workable advice from the
day. Each session was useful, and the
speakers nationally recognized as masters
of their craft. I recommend that anyone who
wants to be a serious writer attend conferences regularly. Ms. Lyon was kind enough
to sign my copy of her new book, and
I’m using it right now to revise the
manuscript the agents were interested
in at the conference. Commitment to the craft.
That’s what I want for my writing. That, and another cup of coffee, to stay up to revise the darn thing.

Voices of Concern
Lying quietly in my bed
I go crazy in my head
Repeating conversations past,
Rehearsing ones enough to last
A day, a week, a month, a year –
Spinning dreams of dreams I fear.
Planning acts for days to come
Allowing fantasy for some.
Confusion reigns, I get mixed up.
My jumbled thoughts can’t be fixed up.
Then daylight comes and makes it clear
That talk is not all life holds dear,
For what I see and do is real
According to the way I feel
And it’s alright if you impart
That you have a loving heart.
A Woman’s Book of Writings
~ Elizabeth Tyler Brown
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Teresa
By Tom Howell

W

hen I saw that this issue’s theme was to be “Root,”
there was one story that seemed to fit perfectly. Some
stories about people’s histories are intense, but this one
haunts me, as I had the extremely rare and precious honor
of helping bring it full circle.
We lived in the Yup’ik village of Bethel, way out in
southwest Alaska for some years and got to know the people
fairly well. (The Yup’ik’s are a branch of those people commonly known as Eskimos, living from the northern shores
of Bristol Bay, west and then north to Nome and then west
again into Siberia. The Inupiak/Inuit branch extends from
Barrow east to Greenland.)
Living in the far north for any length of time transforms one in ways that few wish to change, for it enhances
and intensifies life itself. Death is never very far away and
its very proximity seems to enhance all aspects of life. Life
itself becomes larger and more intense. One could accurately say that it is “Writ Large.”
We came to know a pretty, young (26 years old) Inupiat
woman from Barrow named Teresa. We enjoyed having
her in our home quite frequently and we’d sit around the
kitchen table talking. She was the wife of Bethel’s airport
manager.
One day she told us the story of her birth. Her mother
was having a difficult labor and it was growing doubtful
whether she would make it. The trouble was that the nearest hospital was in Kotzebue, more than 400 miles southwest from Barrow towards Nome and the situation had
surpassed the skill of the local medical help.
About that time, a bush pilot carrying mail for the village came in for a landing. They quickly told him of the
problem and asked if he would be willing to carry her to
Kotzebue, to which he immediately agreed, urging them
to hurry and get her on board along with a few attendants
to help. They did, he took off, and they made a desperate
dash in that direction.
Teresa was born just before they arrived. She was all
right, but sadly, her mother died in spite of the best efforts
of those helping her.
A slow amazement spread over me when she mentioned
the name of the bush pilot. His name was Sig Wien, one of
the most legendary of the early Alaskan aviators. I knew
him personally. He was now the financial genius behind
Wien Air Alaska, a major corporation (now part of Alaskan Airlines) and his company was flying Boeing 737s in
and out of Bethel, not to mention much of the rest of Alaska.
Moreover, her husband was working for that company.
I was going to have a chance to see him again during
the next week, and it gradually dawned on me that here
was an opportunity that rarely occurs in any lifetime.
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Mail plane visiting an Alaskan village. Photo by Ward W. Wells

I wish you could have seen the look on her face as I
told her this and gently asked if she would like to come
along and meet him herself. She seemed to freeze solid in
shock and nothing moved except her eyes got wide and
her lips parted slightly. Finally, she slowly nodded her head
once. She seemed like a person in a dream as she got her
things together and left to go home.
The next week my family and I hopped a flight to
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, to attend a convention where
I knew Sig would most likely be. Teresa came with us.
The flight was beautiful but uneventful, although the landing was something I’ll always remember. The surrounding
area was covered with thick heavy clouds going down to a
low level – except for a circular area over Whitehorse itself. It was a thrill to make 360s down that well of clouds
in such a large airplane and come in for a perfect landing!
That evening we all gathered for the opening sessions
of the convention in the Whitehorse High School gym.
Walking in early, I immediately spied Sig’s head of flaming white hair standing out like a beacon (he was in his
70’s now) on the far side of the floor. Grinning, I looked
down at Teresa. “There he is. Come with me.” I headed in
his direction.
About halfway across the floor I realized I was walking alone. Turning to see what was up, I saw her about 20
feet behind me coming slowly – and slowing down. I didn’t
blame her. I was scared myself at the import of this meeting, hoping I could say the right thing and know when to
back off. However, she was still coming, so I continued
too.
I arrived, although it seemed a long walk even to me,
each yard seemingly like a mile. “Hi, Sig!” I hailed cheerfully.

“Well, hi!” He returned, lighting up.
I turned serious. “Sig, could I ask you a question?”
“Of course!” He answered, surprised. I might add that
Sig was one of those types of individuals who, when they
turn their attention to you, you have all of it. He was genuinely interested.
So I started. “Do you remember an incident about 26
years ago when you were delivering mail to Barrow and
there was a woman in town who was having trouble in
childbirth? You volunteered to fly her to the hospital in
Kotzebue.”
The startled look on his face was all the answer needed,
so I cut the rest of it as short as possible. “The baby was
born just before you got there, but the mother didn’t make
it?”
By this time absolute astonishment was evident in his
every line, and his eyes were boring into mine. How did I
know? But there was apprehension too. The very situation
itself was telling him loud and clear that something of great
import was happening. What?? He slowly nodded his head
to acknowledge the accuracy of my story, wary of what
would be coming next.
“Sig, how would you like to meet that baby?”
With a double take, his eyes eagerly followed mine as
I turned to look in her direction. She had managed to come
up to within 15 feet of us, but was now frozen, head down
while looking up at us with a yearning hope, yet appearing
for all the world like a deer caught in the headlights. The
poor girl was scared to death and ready to run for the slightest of reasons.
A look of utter tenderness crossed his face. Stepping
swiftly in her direction, he extended both hands to take
hers in joyful greeting. There were probably 400 people in
that room, but as far as Sig and Teresa were concerned,
they were alone.
I don’t know what was said. I backed off and tried to
become part of the woodwork.
This was a sacred moment meant for just those two
alone.

Your Roots
We can’t run,
We can’t hide.
Our roots will find us
Anywhere and everywhere we go,
Trapping us if we let them.
Like quicksand, pulling you down,
The more you struggle, the faster you sink.
Suffocating you
Wrapping tightly around your neck.
Trying to squeeze the life out of you.
Reminding you that they will never be Forgotten.
Like angry spirits making their
Presences known to you.
The only way to live
Is to be stronger than the Forces.
Breaking through the restraints,
Accepting them,
But not letting them control you.
~ Nichole Bain

Groundwaters Queens
(Written in honorof the girls on the Groundwaters
2008 Summer issue cover)

The cover girls, a country world
Where Groundwaters flow.
A picture perfect post card
Their future yet unknown.
They no doubt know about
Cares, hopes and dreams.
The vowels and verbs, a thousand words
Spell out everything.
Friends forever, for the better
Face the struggles troubles bring
Face to face, eye to eye,
That’s why the angels sing.
Come of age, a safer place
Spread their wings and fly.
Soulmates won’t go away
They reunite in time.

“Liberty, when it begins to take root, is a plant of rapid growth.”
~ George Washington

Younger than the thunder,
Freer than the breeze.
There’s wisdom in the knowledge
Of the Groundwaters Queens.
~ Spyder
October 2008
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From the Notes of Aman Scheeler in the Great War
A Moment of Valor
by Sonny Hays-Eberts

I

t has been my goal in this column to capture the stories
of those involved in World War II so they may be preserved
and passed on.This column will focus on the letters sent home
during World War I by a young man in France and upon his
return to the U.S. in 1917-1919. The time period is earlier,
but the observations and emotions are similar.
The Great War was winding down by 1918, but the
aftermath of disease and destruction would linger. These
letters have been passed down through the family and generously loaned to me by Sally Spaulding, of Elmira. With
almost a century having passed since men fought the “war
to end all wars,” it seems fitting to look back and see what
the world was like at
that time.
The great influenza epidemic of 1918
was still raging when
Aman went to France.
His notes make frequent mention of quarantine for measles and
other diseases that
were a much greater
concern then. Aman’s
notes on living conditions (in a letter dated Farewell picnic for Aman Scheeler in Illinois
January 29, 1918), also
make it obvious that living conditions were made worse
by war and contributed to the outbreak of so many diseases.
“I call them fair, because they are better than nothing… But we drew a blank and got one with all the windows out and cracked here and there. And to top it off, it
has turned cold and I have experienced my first freezing
weather in France. It has snowed some, but does not stay
on the ground very long.”
The agrarian way of life in America also comes through
in these letters. While in camp, waiting to be shipped out,
he writes that he regrets not being able to return home in
time to get the crops in and talks about his brother Joe
going into the hog business.
The difference in medical practices is also very apparent. Aman makes note of several vaccination procedures,
several of them taking multiple shots. And he comments
wryly on the Army practice of adding saltpeter to camp
food, saying that two weeks in the Army and no man “can
have any desire whatsoever.” He also apologizes for such
smutty talk, showing how morals have changed.
Aman was assigned to the 344th Infantry of the Ameri-
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can Expeditionary Force and arrived in France on the
Northumberland in September of 1917. He makes mention of how obvious the war is, with all the soldiers present,
but also thinks he will be home very soon.
Aman wrote often that he hoped to be home soon, but
it was not until December, when the Army lifted censorship restrictions, that he was able to tell his family why he
had not come home yet. In October, he had contracted influenza. As a result, he was not sent to the front with the
bulk of his unit. After his recovery, he was assigned to a
new unit to fill losses, but on the way to the front in November, news of the Armistice was made public.
What followed
was more months of
waiting. Like every soldier, Aman wanted to
go home, and the idea
of sticking around for
reconstruction did not
excite him.
“I hope someone
knocks that idea to
H___ and back . I want
to get home and that is
the sentiment of everyone I know over here.”
Aman became ill
once more, this time with severe bronchitis, and each letter tells his family he should be out of the hospital in the
next day or so, but nearly a month passes before the family discovers Aman is finally discharged. He was released
just in time to enjoy a USO Christmas present box of a can
of Prince Albert, a pack of cigarettes and a bar of chocolate – “About as slim a Christmas as I’ve ever had.”
He continued to be optimistic about returning home,
but it took many more months – nearly the end of summer
– before Aman would return home on a two week sea voyage to his family in Illinois. In the meantime, he worked to
help other soldiers ship home in a system similar to the
points system that would later evolve in WWII.
Despite not seeing combat, Aman Scheeler faced many
hardships and dangers. And like soldiers everywhere, he
endured his time in service, and as he said “…if I wasn’t
over here and not home, I might even enjoy what I am
doing now...” He missed his family very much.
The tragedy of war is its cost – in human life, suffering, lost time, wasted and destroyed resources and more.
Even for those who do not see combat, there is a price to
pay.

Searching for Community Roots:
A Novice’s Approach to Writing An Area History
By Pat Edwards
The following is Part One of a series of articles on my experiences with researching the history of our community in Lane County, Oregon, recording the
information gathered into a book and later marketing it as Sawdust and Cider; A History of Lorane, Oregon and the Siuslaw Valley.

Digging for Roots;The Information Gathering Process

L

iving and working in a community for over 20 years helps
when it comes to compiling a local history of that community, but it is not always necessary. I had never written anything
other than school papers and letters to friends and editors before
I began to research and write the history of our rural community
of Lorane, Oregon. It was an undertaking casually begun when in
1983, two friends, Nancy O’Hearn and Marna Hing, offered to
help me research a book, providing I would do the writing.
It helped that we were all interested in genealogy; in fact, the
idea stemmed from that interest. Nancy’s family had lived in the
community for three generations. It was Nancy who noted that
Lorane would be 100 years old as a town in four years. It was
their idea that we should compile the history to celebrate that
centennial.
Our first step down the road to commitment was to visit the
historical museums and the libraries in the area. We asked the
museum curators to allow us to go through the Lorane files.There
we were handed file folders containing old newspaper clippings,
photographs, letters, diaries and other memorabilia. We laboriously spent hours recording by hand much of the information
that we carefully pulled from the documents.
The libraries supplied donation land claim maps, excerpts
on Lorane’s history from the county history books, early business
directories and biographies of some of its earliest settlers, much
of which we photocopied for later study. A major part of our
research, however, involved squinting at the poor quality images
of newspaper and census records – tiny, blurry white text on a
stark black background – preserved on reels of microfiche. The
work was slow and tedious, but the effort was well worth it.
Fortunately, Nancy already had the area’s cemetery lists, another highly useful source of information, which she had obtained
from her genealogical searches.
Each year in Lorane, there is a weekend set aside in August
for the “Old Timers’ Picnic.” It resembles a high school reunion
encompassing several generations. Nancy suggested that we attend the picnic and talk with people about our project to find out
how many would be interested in helping us with information on
their respective families. Soon, letters began to arrive, telling of
the early years from not only the people who had attended the
picnic, but by descendants of other families who had learned of
our project by word of mouth.
We began talking with the local “old timers” who had grown up
in Lorane, and some whose parents, and even grandparents, had
been born and raised there. The idea of putting together a history
caught flame with them when they realized that we were seriously

wanting to pursue our idea.
We began to conduct interviews of those who would agree
to it. We took a tape recorder... one for each end of the table if
there were more than three or four people talking. We also kept
notes, not trusting the tape recorders to record the precious
memories that were being related to us. The people being interviewed pulled out old picture albums that had been stored away
for decades.We began pouring through old, faded and sometimes
cracked pictures, trying to determine who the people were and
where the pictures were taken. As we did so, stories of the people
in the pictures began to brighten and spill forth from the memories of those who had inadvertently pushed them aside in the
process of living their everyday lives. We were taken with them
back to the years of horse-powered farm equipment and transportation, dirt roads, wood stoves and all of the trappings of the
past two centuries. Once the stories began to unfold, the person
being interviewed relaxed and began to forget about the tape
recorders silently winding away through their narrative. They
began to tell stories that had been told to them and their total
immersion into the past frequently brought forth other memories that led us onto new and interesting paths.
We asked questions about how long the family had lived in
Lorane, when they came, where they lived, what they did for a
living. We asked each to point out where various families had
lived on the maps that we brought with us, trying to trace the
history of each home that was still in the area and those that were
no longer there. Because Lorane was once a fast-paced logging
and lumber mill community, we asked about the way logs were
harvested and processed. We asked those whose family members
were farmers how the farming was done. Many shared their pictures and letters with us, allowing us to copy them for use in the
book. We heard funny stories, sad stories, warm remembrances,
tales of childhood adventures and forms of entertainment. We
asked about the schools and businesses in the area and showed
school pictures taken in the early part of the century to everyone
who might be able to identify a parent, aunt or uncle among the
youthful faces. Frequently the interview/conversation would turn
in new and sometimes surprising directions, revealing fresh and
very interesting material for the book. Other times, we had to
steer the conversation back on course.
As we met with people and recorded their family histories,
we began to feel a kinship with not only the generations gone by
but with the individuals telling us their stories, as well.The experience brought the past alive for us and we were bound to those
who revealed it to us by trust and respect.
Coming Next: “Compiling Historical Research into a Book”
October 2008
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The Legacy of Jost and Jerusha Petrie
By Pat Edwards
(Reprinted from the West Lane News, August 26, 2008)

O

how I would like to see you all and Addie and her
family together again. Winnie can sing in good ernest
now. We’d go down to granies over the hills behind the
Mill to see the little lambies – only I have not the little
lambs. I want to see Winnie so bad some times. I do not
know what to do. If I could see her come runing in as she
use to do it would do my sole good. Winnie and Flossie
are grandma(’s) little pets.” (Jerusha Petrie, July 15, 1883)

Jost and Jerusha Petrie

Jerusha and her husband Jost Petrie took a giant step
when they left behind their family, home and businesses
in Wisconsin in 1882 to move to Oregon. Their hope was
to buy a large parcel of useable farm land on which their
whole family could live and work. Three of their grown
children came to Oregon with them. Their son, Channing,
his wife Mary and daughter Winnie, stayed behind in Wisconsin to sell their home and businesses with the promise
that maybe they would follow.
Jost turned 60 years of age in 1882, shortly after arriving in Oregon. He and Jerusha settled for a year near their
daughter, Ellen, and her husband Sam Lockwood, in Eugene City while he searched throughout central Oregon,
trying to find the right piece of property. They eventually
bought 1,200 acres, part of the Cartwright donation land
claim, south of the community of Lorane, Oregon.
Jost and Jerusha sent frequent letters to Channing’s
family describing in detail the land they bought, farming
practices, flora and fauna , crops, weather...
“There are a great many foul weeds in Oregon mainly owing to two things Viz lack of frost to kill fall weeds, and
fearfully Slovenly Farming, as the people have depended
on grazing principally & have neglected the plow If they
had plowed and attended to their business as you or I would
they would raise far better Grain and far less weeds.” (Jost
Petrie, August 12, 1883)
16
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They also commented on the community, the events
and the their longing to see little Winnie again. But, their
efforts were in vain. Channing’s family never made it to
Oregon and at the age of 10, their little Winnie had died.
Channing carefully saved those 13 letters from his parents. In later years, his son, Merton frequently brought the
tin box containing the letters down from his closet shelf
and lovingly read the words, penned decades before, to
his grandchildren. The words struck a chord in the Petrie’s
great-great grandchildren. They became fascinated with
the ancestors they had never met, but knew so well.
On Saturday, August 10, 2008, twenty-three members
of the Petrie family arrived in Lorane from Wisconsin, New
York, Chicago and California to touch their roots, to reacquaint themselves with their great-great grandparents and
to relive the words in those letters written more than a
century before.
As the author of From Sawdust and Cider to Wine; A
History of Lorane, Oregon and the Siuslaw Valley (2006)
I had the pleasure of becoming acquainted with one of the
Petrie descendants, Christine Petrie Gallardo when she
contacted me in early2006. She wrote to me about the Petrie
letters and soon the family gave me permission to include
excerpts of them in the book. It was Christine who again
contacted me to say that one of their family members was
getting married in Portland on August 9 and the family
wanted to caravan to Lorane the next day to visit the cemetery where the Petries were buried and to see the land on
which they lived.
I arranged to meet them at King Estate Winery, on
which the Lorane Grange Cemetery is located, and asked
another local historian, Walt Hayes, to serve as their tour
guide. I also asked Elsie Lohrey and her daughter Christine Smith, Petrie descendants who live in Cottage Grove,
to join them. After I met with the group and answered their
questions on the history of the area and handed out maps
showing where the original Petrie land lay, Walt Hayes
took over as tour guide. Hayes, who is an established “water-witcher” in the area, had just completed a project commissioned by the Cottage Grove Genealogical Society to
“witch” or “dowse” the cemetery to get accurate locations
of each of the graves for which headstones were missing.
He began the morning’s tour by giving a demonstration to
the family of how his dowsing rods turned ever so gently
as he passed over the Petrie’s graves. The family made
rubbings of the monument inscriptions and roamed around
the cemetery until it was time for their scheduled wine
tasting and tour of King Estate hosted by Ed King, Jr. and
his wife Carolyn. After lunch on the terrace, the family
spent the rest of day visiting the places that Jost and Jerusha
had described in those long-ago letters.
I was easily able feel the connection the family felt.

Eugene City Aug 24th 1882
Dear Channing

The Petrie Family: (l-r) Christine Petrie Gallardo, Barbara Petrie
Spiegelhoff, Catherine PetrieYurica, Mary Lou Petrie, Landon Ellery
Petrie, Sr., Landon E. Petrie, Jr., Bradford Petrie & Wayne Petrie

Walt Hayes giving a “witching” demonstration

After reading and transcribing those letters, I, too, formed
a solid bond with the Petries. Their personalities came
through in their letters so strongly that by the time I finished reading them, I also felt a kinship with them.
“Winnie, I gave all my (Children and Grand Children who
are out here) some candy on my Birth day. I wished very
much that you were here to have some too - Tel your Pa to
take some of GrandPa’s money and buy some candy for
all of you. Grand Pa” (Jost Petrie, November 18, 1882)
Christine Gallardo later wrote, “Our family would like
to extend a very heartfelt thank you for setting up a really
memorable day for us in Lorane! Wayne and I have always wanted to see Oregon and his land, but Wayne especially loves the wildlife and would love to follow Jost’s
steps to Oregon!”
It was a memorable time for all.
(We plan to begin including the Petrie letters in future
issues of Groundwaters.)

I wrote to you a few days ago and directed to
Oconomowoc about Selling the land. I think IAugust 24
will write a little more today on that subject which is
merly to say that perhaps you had better see if we cannot sell the whole place to Grose or Buskie or any one
else for 45 per acre without the crop or with the crop
according as you can before you see Pattee, as I suggested in my last letter - Intimate to them that it may be
their last chance etc. - If you think there is a probability
of selling this fall and there has been no reinsurance, let
the old Policy run as it is excepting that all insurance
excepting on the Buildings be stricken out - have an understanding to that effect with Mr. May - If you reinsure
insure as I directed before I left I have not made up my mind when or what or where I
shall buy yet but intend to invest somewhere before long
- I find everything pretty much as I expected except that
the Willamette Valley is rather too flat for good drainage
and consequently apt to be worked when it is too wet,
to the injury of the Spring crops especially - Last winter
and Spring (they say) was excessively wet and since the
4th of July there has been no rain in the upper part of this
vally. Consequently all late crops are rather poor - I have
looked over considerable of the country between here
and Portland and also about Siuslaw and examined several places ranging from 200 to 1700 acres with Buildings orchards etc ranging in price from 2 to 10 thousand
dollars.These places are all among the foothills and better drained naturally with plenty of Springs and living
water and wood conveniently near large towns or Depots and I cannot decide which I ought to buy provided
I should buy either of them. I don’t wish to get a place in
the flatest part of the vally because it is too wet much of
the time and the ballance of the time too dry and destitute of Wood and living water except on the margin of
the Streams.We are all as well as usual - Ma is gaining in
flesh a little we think. She would like to see the Children
very much, as well as myself - There is no perceptible
difference in my health or appetite - all the rest of the
friends are hearty, working at Harvesting & threshing - I
think I shall soon take another prospecting trip and see
if I can decide what to do about locating - I don’t’ want
to give you all my particular impressions about his country Just yet as I may change them Slightly.
Love to you and Mary and little Winnie
Affectionatly
Your Father
I wish you would read all such parts of my letters as are
not business and private to all inquiring friends and save
me the trouble of writing to so many - give my respects
to all inquiring friends if I have any - don’t fail to write as
often as you can Chan and Mary.
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How to Get an A+ in Science Class
By Don Baker (as told to Tom Howell)

W

hen I was in the 8th grade back in the ‘50s, an elec
tric eel was brought to our school science classes
and we were asked by our teacher, Mr. Hausetter, to propose experiments to store the energy given off when the
fish was agitated. My proposal was to place the eel in a
copper tank, dangle copper plates in the tank that were
supported by wires soldered together and not touching the
bottom or sides of the tank. Ten highvoltage capacitors of the type used in
the tube-model TVs of that time would
be used to store the electricity. They
would be used in parallel with one side
connected to the negative (-) post of a
full-wave rectifier bridge and the other
side connected to the positive (+) post.
One of the neutral (~) inputs was to be
connected on the tank body and the
other to the hanging plates.
Next, the fish was to be “torqued
off” by touching his back with a wooden
stick. My science teacher said it
wouldn’t work because the eel would
hide between the dangling plates, instead of between the plates and the tank.
The next day, I brought a one-gallon fish tank to school. It was lined on
all four sides and the bottom with aluminum foil; it had plates of aluminum
foil dangling from a stick and both were
connected to a full-wave bridge rectifier taken from an old TV. My brother
loaned me 12 “door knob” H.V. capacitors and an NE2 neon lamp with a 100k
resistor in series that was connected
across the (~) terminals of the rectifier.
The eel was from the Amazon River
in Brazil and was a fresh water fish, but
I added about ½ teaspoon of salt to the
water before I put it in. I also brought
my mother’s rubber gloves that she
wore for the laundry when she used
washing soda (Sodium Carbonate) to
bleach white clothes that had axle grease
on them.
Near the end of the class, Mr.
Hausetter said that I could show the
class my proposed experiment and he
would then explain why it would not
work. So, I put on the gloves and transferred the eel from his tank into mine.
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It headed immediately between the dangling plates. The
NE2 lamp began flashing like mad! When the eel calmed
down, the light quit flashing.
Mr. Hausetter began his explanation as to why I was
not storing the energy from the fish. He touched the NE2
and said, “Is it flashing now?” It wasn’t, as the class could
see. He then reached over to pick up the 12 “door knob”
capacitors (which were clearly labeled
“DO NOT TOUCH!”) as he explained
that the eel generated an alternating
current(AC) and the capacitors were direct current (DC) devices. He shouldn’t
uh dun that!! There was a loud snapping sound as he picked up the capacitor assembly and a burning smell of flesh
filled the room. As he jumped backward,
his arm snagged the metal chalk tray on
the blackboard. It cut his arm so badly
that the school nurse had to be called to
bandage it.
As the nurse patched him up, he said
to me, “Perhaps I was wrong – now
would you explain to the class why you
think it stored the charges from the eel?”
I was more than happy to oblige and
noted that electric eels actually put out
a DC pulse and that because of the way
the pulses were measured in the movie
that came with the fish, an AC meter had
to be used. The reason I used the rectifier bridge was to prevent the current
from the capacitors from being shorted
out by the slightly salty water. We got a
VTVM (vacuum tube voltage meter)
from a local TV shop and measured the
voltage across the capacitors. It was 850
volts.
The timing of the experiment was
perfect! I had recently spent a lot of time
with my oldest brother while he was
working on his A&E permit at the local
airport, so I had an unfair advantage over
the science teacher. Fortunately, my
brother and I had just finished studying
the part about rectifiers in the aircraft
manual the week before the eel arrived
at school.
Not surprisingly, I got an A+ in Science that week.

Stumplord
by Norm Maxwell

I

am a recovering tree planter. It is that time of year again
when the soil is wet and the Doug fir seedlings are budding. Eugene District has a total of 105 acres to plant this
season. We used to have thousands.
I will meet the Hispanic crew at the office at 6:00 this
morning. They will load about five thousand trees in the
back of their pickup and the little U-Haul trailer that follows their diesel F-350 crew cab. Every afternoon, while I
am out with the crew, somebody goes over to the big cold
storage warehouse on Seneca Street and brings the next
day’s requirements to our office near Costco and stages
them in our little cooler that used to ride on the back of a
two and a half ton truck.
It is stone dark when crew arrives from Salem and I
have to trip the Sonitrol gate for them to enter the deserted
parking lot. If it were light out, you could see the faded
Johnny Horizon mural on the doors of the old cooler.
Johnny Ho has come and gone followed by Woodsy Owl
and then the briefest of the brief – Wanda the Woodpecker.
I guess the powers that be, higher up, finally found something more productive to do than create cartoon mascots.
The seedlings are huge and come eighty to a box. The
crew is able to cram almost sixty waxed cardboard boxes
in their outfit. The remaining few go in the back of my
Expedition. Away we go into the black. Traffic is light on
Beltline and lighter on Highway 36 as Jose, the foreman,
follows my dirty blue crummie west of Triangle Lake. We
leave the pavement and drive up Fish Creek a ways before
stopping to shift into four-wheel drive. A Forest Work Camp
crew has cut and shucked all the recent snow break out of
the road.
I stop where the road runs through the middle of our
last 16 acre unit. It was logged and some of the leftover
slash – or “logger litter” – was piled and burned, leaving
dozens of black ash holes the size of a living room. The
crew piles out. Jose directs the trees be unloaded from the
back of the pickup, stacked and covered with an industrial
strength space blanket. He drops a plastic tub on the ground
and half fills it with a six gallon blitz-can of water.
The crew opens boxes and dips the roots of bundles of
huge seedlings into the water before putting them in the
tree bags they wear around their waist. The business owner
bought new ones for this job so they don’t have to go around
with muddy water leaking down their butts. They stagger
to the edge of the unit and begin to plant. I gather up the
empty boxes and light them on fire in the middle of the
road.
Tree planting is like hitting yourself in the head with a
hammer – it feels really good when you stop. I have a new
gig – I buy hammer heads for $2 and handles for $2, put

them together and sell the finished product for $3. It beats
planting trees.
After the Chinese paraffin coating the boxes starts to
roar, I follow the small crew around just to demonstrate
that I care and that they need to plant good trees. What’s
this? A new guy. One of the experienced crew members
brought a nephew who has clearly never planted before. I
am not pleased. I set the foreman to riding herd on the new
planter.
I stick my fire-fighting shovel in the ground. There is a
nail in the pommel and I drop the loop on the end of my
logger’s tape over it and walk out 11.8 feet. This gives me
a circular 1/100th acre plot. “We” are planting 8' by 8'.
This should give us six hundred trees per acre. I find six
trees in my plot. Bueno. Other than the rookie, the rest of
the crew is experienced and plant good trees. I direct the
new guy to plant in the burn circles where it is easier until
he gets the hang of it.
It takes the gang about 45 minutes to plant eighty trees.
The faster planters take trees from the slower ones until
they all plant out at the same time. Then they go back to
the rig and dip more trees for another bag up. I stand on a
stump and watch them work. I am the Stumplord. I have
planted my fair share of trees in the past. Everybody should
serve in the military and plant trees when they are young.
It is cold out and a dreary wind bends the big trees
around us. The planters trail steam from their exertions.
They use heavy steel planting shovels. No wooden handles
to break. The paint is worn off the steel pipe from muddy
hands and the polished metal gleams dully.
Thirty years ago, there was plenty of tree planting to
go around and you could make a living at it. It was what
happened to you if you didn’t pro-actively seek a career.
When you got out of jail, you could always plant trees –
meet the tree planting bus in the BiMart parking lot in
Ashland or Eugene or wherever. I still limp for a few steps
when I get out of a crummie after a long ride. This is an
identifying mark of recovering tree planters. Heavy tree
bags pull your spine sideways after a few years.
Oh well, it’s about time to cut this short and meet the
gang at the Chad Street office for the last day of tree planting. The trees are
waiting in the Johnny Ho
cooler to be
spirited out to Fish
Creek and
wake up in the fine
thick dirt of
the Bear Cub timber
sale.
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A Beacon in the Storm
Further Adventures of Hannah Stevenson
By Jennifer Chambers

E

lise saw it in her mind’s eye, the Ruby whose price
was incomprehensible. The Ruby whose value was above
all others, not only for its clarity but for the quality it imparted to the one who held it for a time: power. The Ruby had
the power to grant the owner wisdom, they whispered at night.
It had the power to make your enemies weep with the limitless possibility of what nightmares it could unleash; it had the
power to grant you a thousand kisses or right the heart of a
straying lover. In short, the Ruby gave you your heart’s desire.
Inevitably, men and women would kill for it. They had to;
once the Ruby crossed your line of sight you hungered for it
like manna, they said. They said you itched to see it again like
a junkie searching for the purest form of his drug. The jewel
had wisdom, though; it knew better than to be taken by those
it deemed unworthy. They said—and who knew who “they,”
were, rather than the anonymous voices that chorused around
the fire at night?—they said it had been left by the Goddess.
Though no one knew why.
Elise knew she had to keep the Ruby from reaching the
wrong hands. And Cory Middleton, head of the Stow City
council, had designs on her bit of the Ruby. His hands were
definitely the wrong ones for the Ruby to get into.
At her night job she took care of the wounded and the
sick animals in her tiny community of Upper Slaughter, adjacent to Stow and part of the “Cream Tea Trail,” as the locals
called the Cotswold’s. Well, she took care of their leavings,
anyway. In her job as a janitor at Craig’s Cleaning Services,
part of her schedule every early morning (except weekends,)
was to clean up the cages from the night before, and that was
for a whole lotta animals, of all shapes and sizes.
Elise had a day job, too, at LunaGold Apothecary Shop.
That’s where she really came into her own. That’s also where
she first became aware ofThe Ruby. In her night job, she cleaned
up and waited tables at LunaGold’s café. Luna and Goldie, the
owners, took pity on her when she blew in one windy spring
day. She came in looking for a candle, and they ended up giving her a cup of tea and a job after gently prying out her life
story.
In the course of things, Elise was given more and more
responsibility. She thought of the heavy cloak she wore as part
of that. Fingering the heavy wool, she threaded a needle with
black silk and proceeded to sew the Ruby into the hood of the
cloak on a fine windy afternoon. The weight of the jewel,
strangely, wasn’t a problem; the Ruby adapted to where it
was.
She had found it taped into a UPS brown box, addressed
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to her, care of the Shop. It was a cold, wintry grey Friday night
(the shop was open until 10 p.m. on Thursday through Friday
for those who were nine-to-fivers). Along with her name, the
box bore the name of a woman who had no meaning to Elise:
Hannah Stevenson. Elise stared at the box the day it was delivered until she couldn’t stand it, the item inside was burning a
path through the cardboard trying to get out.To her great shame
she had opened the box and held the Ruby in the palm of her
hand and immediately understood its great importance. She
wore the great Ruby around her neck on its fine delicate chain
and had dreams every night about its history and why it had to
be kept safe. Cleopatra had had a piece; Elise had been shown
in dreams. So had Queen Mary of Scots. She had always hoped
to find more parts of the jewel, for the Ruby called to its own.
But she had never seen it call out like it did this afternoon.
It had started out as a hot and muggy spring day and then
in the course of the afternoon had gotten progressively more
temperamental, and now the wind had picked up leaves and
bits of trash to swirl around, head high.
The Ruby was calling. She could hear it, a keening hum
almost at the edge of her senses, in language she did not understand. The compelling voice coalesced into audible words,
still tinged with some foreign language: “I need you, I need
you, I need you.” Almost without thought, her hand snipped
the silken thread that she had just spent time sewing the jewel
into the hood of the cloak. She ripped them asunder and when
her hand met the Ruby, the humming grew louder and louder,
the words changing into “you need me, you need me,” and
finally she dropped the chain around her neck and the voice
was silent at last. Elise blinked, and looked around the room.
If anyone had been watching, they’d surely have thought she
was a nutter.
Her gaze was inexorably drawn to the woman outside.
Though it was very windy, the woman’s pale hair glistened and
shone, and she was dressed casually but with style, down to
clunky but obviously good quality leather clogs. She had appeared to rest for awhile but at the moment she was fighting
to keep her tweed scarf from flying into her face and, from
what Elise could see, having the very devil of a time keeping
the flapping ends down. She took her hand off the Ruby at her
neck and slid her bottom off the counter.
“Hey, Miss? Miss?” she said to the woman at the bus stop.
When she looked up Elise waved her over. It didn’t take much
convincing. After a brief look at her watch, the woman glanced
once more at the sign on the pole, gathered her baggage, and
then came over to stand within the shelter of the open door.

“Thanks.” She took off large sunglasses from where they
were perched on her head and jammed them in her carryall.
“My, but it’s a windy day,” she said, somewhat breathlessly, and
said, “Thanks, again,” when Elise took one of the bags and
stacked it inside the door.
“You looked like you were going to get blown away,” Elise
smiled broadly, “and I happen to know you’ve a long wait until
the next bus comes.”
“I took the wrong one, anyway,” Hannah said. “I’m Hannah
Stevenson.”
“Elise Cantwell.” Elsie put down Hannah’s bag and pulled
out her hand to shake, then realized it was wet and wiped it on
her pants. “The rain just started. Good thing you came inside.”
Hannah wiped the drizzle from her glasses, looked outside at the rapidly deteriorating weather, and then back to Elise.
“Yeah.Wow, thanks. I’ve never been in here before, but I don’t
actually live very far away.” She perked up at being warm and
relatively dry, and began to look around the bookshelves.
Elise went back behind the glass-topped counter. “D’you
fancy a cup of tea? I’m too cold to do much work, myself.”
Her gaze slid to the ruby necklace, still visible at the neck of
Hannah’s faded red, soft V-neck sweater. Her own necklace
throbbed like a live thing. It was with force that she turned
away to ready the electric kettle on the small butcher block
counter behind her. At the tea maker’s side was a stack of paper cups and tea-doctoring items. Once the tea had dripped
through she poured it and set the cup on the counter along
with packets of sugar and creamer and a stir-stick wrapped
together in a napkin. “Here you go. Are you looking for anything in particular?” She asked Hannah, who was looking inside the glass case. “Of course not, Love, I forgot you weren’t
a looker, just in from the rain. Sorry.”
“Oh, no problem.” Hannah peered at a square locket and
a small, framed engraving about the size and shape of a bookmark. It was a metal rectangle, about six inches long, and one
end was scalloped with intricate filigree. It read:

The Train
The train moves swiftly
Through the dark tunnel
Lined with small soft lights
Increasing in speed as it goes.
And the little boy by the window is crying.
A small light appears and grows
Finally enveloping the speeding train
In sunlight.
Now visible are long, dusty country roads
Lined with wooden fence posts
Used as resting places for the crows,
Endless green pastures
Dotted with trees
And cows insensitive to the world
Around them.
And the little boy by the window is crying.
Soon suburban houses
In pastel colors appear.
The colors seem to run together
Like the paint on a painter’s palette
As our speed increases further.
And the little boy by the window is crying.
A huge metropolis of skyscraping buildings
Now surrounds us,
But the train’s speed is like
That of fire through a dry forest,
The bright city lights
Becoming a blur.
And the man by the window is crying.

~ Kelly Edwards
(written in 1986 at the age of 16)

“Deep peace of the
Running wave to you.
Deep peace of the
Flowing air to you.
Deep peace of the
Gentle night to you.
Moon and Stars pour
Their healing light
On you.
Deep peace of the
Light of the World
To you.”
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Always There
By Jim Burnett

T

hey weren’t really my grandparents – you know, they
were not blood relatives. They were my step-dad’s parents,
“my” Grandma and Grandpa, Lula May and Guy Smith…
My first recollection of them was in Whittier, California in
about 1944 or 1945.They lived in the house next door in a development of new houses just down the street from several orange
groves. It was there I started the first grade. It was during World
War II and I remember the air-raid drills, the blackouts and the
underground bomb shelter at school. Dad was away for awhile
then – overseas, serving as a technical advisor for Douglas Aircraft with the rank of Captain in the U.S. Army Air Corps. However, I digress… I also remember going next door to see Grandpa
Smith. I had a loose tooth and let him tie a string to it. When it
didn’t give way to a yank on the string, he pulled it with a pair of
pliers. Funny thing, memories; why, out of all the interactions
we would have had, do I best remember that event?
I’ve never heard it said, but it is my belief that they were
there in California to watch over us while Dad was in Europe.
They owned a ranch on Powell Road near Lorane, Oregon at the
time. My sister Pat was born while we were in Whittier. After
Dad returned from Europe, Grandpa and Grandma moved back
to the Ranch.We quickly followed them. I know that I had visited
the Ranch before – I know, not because of memories, but because of photographs of me taken there in earlier years.This time,
however, our family came to the Ranch to live. The four of us
lived in the “Big House” with a two-hole outhouse alongside the
woodshed. Grandpa and Grandma had the cabin and a one-hole
facility.There was another unfinished cabin; it was to be for Dad’s
sister Marjorie Mulligan and her family. I’m not exactly sure how
long we lived there. I know it was less than five years because my
sister Barbara was born in Eugene, when Patty was five and I was
ten. For me, those were great years. I fondly remember the time
living on the Ranch as the best years of my life.
It was for me a time of adventure and fun. I’ve since come to
know that it was a much different experience for our mother,
Ruth. She had left the city where she had been raised and was
then living without electricity or indoor plumbing. Mom had been
a “city-girl” – thank goodness she had Grandma there to teach
her the ropes – cooking on a wood stove, keeping the fire going,
canning, baking, churning butter and dressing chickens and an
occasional pheasant or grouse. She learned to can meat and mincemeat and other good stuff. She lived without a refrigerator or
icebox. The nearest ice was from the ice house/meat locker at
Gillespie Corners. Through it all, Grandma was there and they
became very close.
I have fond memories of Grandpa hitching up ol’ Champ and
Bid to the hay wagon and driving the team out to the fields. The
hay had earlier been cut and “dump raked” and then hand forked
into piles and later turned by hand to dry. Using pitchforks, the
hay was tossed up on the wagon for transport to the barn where
a hay hook, full of hay, was pulled by hand up into the hay lofts. I
remember that not long after that Grandpa and I sat side-by-side
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Guy and Lula Smith on their farm in Oregon

on a friend’s combine, filling and sewing up sacks of wheat. That
fall, Grandpa and I climbed tall ladders up into the apple trees
plucking bright Red Delicious apples by the bucketsful.
My memory of Grandpa throughout the years is of a person
I much respected and admired. He seemed to me to be a patient,
meek man, and I mean that in the highest sense of the word. He
was soft-spoken and humility little masked his deep inner strength
and faith. About Grandma Smith, what can I say? She was my
critic and my defender. I remember her rush to the hen house to
ring the neck of the rooster that had spurred me as I was gathering eggs. Grandma knew “stuff ” – all kinds of stuff … things that
needed doing and how to do it. She was a Lady who could grace
a gathering at a Grange social and a resourceful woman who could
(and did) lop off chicken’s heads, pluck, dress, country-fry and
serve them up for Sunday dinner or a Grange potluck. She too
was possessed of a deep, yet quiet faith and love of family. Grandpa
and Grandma were good people, people of great character. They
were the glue that held our family together over the years.
Somewhere around the time Barbara was due to be born in
1947, we moved into a rented house on Orchard Street in Eugene.
It wasn’t long until Grandpa and Grandma moved into Eugene too –
not next door, but close enough. Later when our family moved to
Lebanon, Grandma and Grandpa moved to northeast Portland. It
was the first time there was any sense of separation; I think that it
was a job that drew Grandpa to Portland instead of Lebanon. Over
the years, there were several more moves followed by a brief return
to Lebanon with Grandpa and Grandma living there in a mobile
home on Dad’s bean and strawberry farm. After that Mom, Dad and
my sisters returned to Eugene. Grandpa and Grandma settled into a
mobile home in Coburg where they lived out the rest of their lives.
Life, over the years, was, shall I say, a bit unsettled, but there was a
thread of consistency through it all, Grandpa and Grandma… they
were always there.
And… they were always there for each other, too.They were
childhood friends and life-long sweethearts. After 66 years of marriage, when Grandpa passed away in 1975, Grandma quickly followed, just six weeks later – together for eternity.

The Path of Life

Getting Acquainted

Above it,
Below it,
Centered on it.
Depths are falling below me.
Evermore I keep wondering,
Guessing,
Hesitating,
Imagining the possibilities.
Jokingly I laugh,
Kissing the time away,
Loving and loving in the moments.
Moments, that are quickly lost,
Night taking them over,
Opening them up to dreams,
Possibilities.
Quietly the laughter fades,
Raising silence, along with a smile.
Seemingly endless,
Time passes.
Undyingly the road goes on.
Visions surround me,
With thoughts and hopes of my life.
Xanadu.
Yearning, I revel in it.
Zed.

By Avis Rust

F

~ Christine Mount

ive years ago, I found an ad in the paper for a small
dog. We already had a big dog – an Australian Shepherd
which is an outside guard dog.
I called the number in Junction City. The dog was still there,
so my husband and I drove 20 miles to see it. We arrived and
were greeted by the owner and asked to come in. We were seated
and the little dog came right up to me, smelled and seemed to
approve of me right away.
The dog was a three year old female. She was a white and
gray Shih Tzu and has a 4" circle of color around her tail. She
had been clipped.
We decided to take her home. They gave us her carrying
pen, leash, feed and water dish. She got right in the car and
settled down. Oh yes! Her name is Holly.
We got her home and Sydney, our big dog, would have taken
her in one bite. We got her in the house and she investigated
every corner to see if she liked it. She settled in. I am sure she
approved.
Holly’s toys were a fuzzy toy mouse and a collar off of an
old shirt. Over the years, the toys have changed. The dogs got
acquainted and settled in as pals.
Our family came to visit us shortly after we got her. When
they tried to pet her, she growled and showed her teeth. We wondered if she thought they had come to take her and she was letting them know “No way! I am satisfied. Now leave me alone!”
Holly is now eight years old and is still our baby. She is a
sweetheart.

I’ll Be Over When I’m Down
The Woman

(a song lyric)

Forever inspiration
Good friend, I’ve found you
Forever destination
May all our dreams come true.

Behind the mask
Behind the façade
There is a woman screaming
Underneath the smile
Underneath the laughter
There is a woman in tears
She must continue the parade
She must keep running
Hard as nails she will be
The point has been made
The point has been taken
Hard as nails she must be
Showers pour upon her face
Showers pour upon her soul
The woman who is she
And yet she is strong
And yet she will prevail
The woman who is me

Don’t say you’ll wait a lifetime
Just say you’ll be my friend
Face-to-face in heaven
Goodbyes will cry again.
Rumors just like bluebirds
The wind I heard again
Whistle by a crystal sky
Bad dreams it seems pretend.
Rumor has it, packed your basket
Rumor has you leaving town
Question asker, friendly answer
I’ll be over when I’m down.

~ Christine Mount

~ Spyder
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Chicken Outfit
By Norm Maxwell

N

orm, Do you want chickens?” the wife wanted to
know.
“No.”
We’ve played this game before.
”I want to know what you think – that’s not what I
wanted to hear!”
“What kind of chickens do you want?”
“Well since you don’t want chickens, I’ll build the
chicken coop.”
Problem solved! Now I just have to wait for the idea to
go away. The coop will never be built.
“Norm, we have to go get Edith and Ethyl from the
people who live on the other side of Lorane.”
So now I have a pair of chickens living in my shop at
night. I have to react. I moved the drift boat out from
under the tin roof carport lean-to’d off the “fer-now”
garden shed. Fortunately I have scrounged enough
old plywood and cement blocks over the years that
I can start banging it up.
Sande laid the foundation. Norm’s precision
chainsaw carpentry did the rest. The neighbor helped,
and the coop came together.
Edith and Ethyl still preferred to hang out in front of
the shop at nightfall.
E & E are a pair of Buff Orphingtons. Edith had one
eye and a deformed beak – should have named her Ethyl.
It would have made it easier to remember her name from
the old Ray Stevens song... ”Don’t look, Ethyl!”
Oh well. I really didn’t mind the chickens except for
them crapping all over the front and back porch. I realized that I needed to get off my backside and build a chicken
run around the garden. That was Sande’s original plan.
The chickens would maintain a beaten zone around the
garden and eat all the bugs that tried to infiltrate.
I got out my “Little Giant” ladder, 12-pound maul and
a bunch of 9-foot steel fence posts. It doesn’t take that
long to put in a run encompassing two sides of the garden.
Sande was in Florida one day when I came walking in
from Lorane. There was a juvenile eagle munching away
on Edith by the magnolia bush. Sin loi. I left the carcass
out so he could finish his meal.
Upon her return, Sande promptly ordered some more
chickens through a mail-order house. The company guarantees all the chicks to be female except for the Bantams.
Some friends, who are expert chicken farmers, raised the
chicks under electric lamps. Eventually the new chickens
came home to roost. I commented that the Bantam sure
looked like a rooster to me. Sande countered with, “Well,
we’ll just give it to the Mitchells if it is.”
The ‘coons soon got our range and a couple chickens.
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I obviously had to build an atomic bomb-proof chicken
run with a wire ceiling. I blew away a couple of raccoons
with Doc Savage, my sawed-off double-barrel 12-gauge
shotgun. I put one of them in the ‘coon highway that parallels the west fence as a warning.
One morning, I heard something crowing in the chicken
house. It was official. I reminded Sande how we are going
to get rid of the Bantam if it turns out to be a rooster. She
named it Ernie – I call it Pee Wee. He crows at least a
hundred times a day. Does anybody have the number for
Dial-a-Weasel?
The cats stalk the chickens but never quite get around
to pouncing on the foul fowl. I silently root them on. In the
winter, the chickens crowd around the clothes dryer exhaust on the back porch. In the summer, they follow
the riding lawn mower around. I guess mowing exposes bugs or something good.
The chickens communed with the “wild”
turkeys that came and hung out under the bird
feeders. Pee Wee started attacking feet and calves
with his spurs. I started playing “Punt the Rooster.”
One afternoon, I was coming out of the garden barelegged when the little punk came flying out from under
the magnolia bush and spurred me good. I was carrying
my pruning shears by the blades and without thinking
swung them at Pee Wee. One of the fiberglass handles made
solid contact with Pee Wee’s head.
Pee Wee staggered and teetered before falling on his
back with his wings pointed skywards, breathing rapidly
and fluttering. I put him in the shade of the magnolia to
expire. His head lolled on a neck like a rubber band.
Sande was gone, so I cooked up a good story about
how a hawk came down and Pee Wee was carried off while
valiantly defending his flock. Half an hour later, I went to
collect the corpse to drive up into the woods and toss in
the bushes.
There stood the green and orange rooster. When I bent
down to look at him, he ran rapidly away without making
a sound. Well, maybe I had modified his behavior – no
such luck!
The little cock didn’t crow or act obnoxious for a full
day before he reverted to his normal self. Sande now packs
a broom to the chicken house. Pee Wee took to perching
on the front porch handrail and crowing. I took to shooting
BBs through his tail feathers with Daisy, the variable pump
BB gun. Phasers on stun! I’d work the lever one time and
wait for Pee Wee to turn sideways. “Phew!” coughed Daisy
and a round snapped through Pee Wee’s tail. Sande catches
him and carries him around. That doesn’t seem to make
much difference either.

The chickens matured and started laying eggs in a big
way. Some of them began hiding their clutches in the fir
hedge and between the sheet metal I had scrounged. We
started getting an occasional tiny egg with no yolk. I assume Pee Wee had something to do with that.
The chickens enjoy patrolling the field we call a yard.
They go next door to Linda’s horse barn and look for spilled
grain in the stalls. They dig and dust in the flower beds.
The strawberry patch is a write-off. They certainly enjoy
themselves. When I shut them in the hen house at dusk,
Ethyl and Lilly come running as fast as they can under the
assumption that I am going to feed them. They all sleep
together clustered on one nesting box screwed to the wall
of the chicken house.
Pee Wee crows in the morning when I get up and turn
on a light. A passing deer can trip the motion sensor light
in front of the shop and that sets him off, too. He has a
surprising crow for such a little bird.
Our neighbor Linda shuts the six chickens in when we
are gone. She dislikes being assaulted by Pee Wee, too,
and advises me to swing a little harder next time.

Yesterday, Along the Way
All I had was Time
(a song lyric)
Yesterday, along the way
All I had was time
Today, it seems, a million dreams
My pocket holds a dime.
When my song is over
Then I’ll pass my hat
Sometimes a four-leaf clover
A dime is where it’s at.
A million dollar dreamer
Very few get through to me
It doesn’t matter
That’s what I’m gonna be.
I don’t dare for losin’
I’ll choose today to win
After all a smile
Is just a freelance grin.
Yesterday, along the way
All I had was time
Today, it seems, a million dreams
My pocket holds a dime.
~ Spyder

Field Trips: Family Travel Spots
By Jennifer Chambers

T

his summer, my family searched for a destination
closer to home than the usual multi-state trips we plan.
The big reason that everybody’s talking about: the cost of
travel. I also like to find interesting destinations that might
otherwise be overlooked, for the same reason I like used
bookstores. They’ve been around awhile for a reason.
Such is the case with the beautiful Lake of The Woods
Resort. Located near Klamath Falls, the lake is billed as
“one of the clearest natural lakes found in the southern
Cascades.” The lake has been voted “Best Lake” by the
readers of the Medford Mail-Tribune for 2001, 2002, and
2005, and has been featured in several books and national
magazines. There are several campgrounds around the circumference of the large lake, but the resort itself is the
largest. It includes 26 cabins available for rental, a campground with 17 full hook-ups and partial hook-up sites
(electric/water,) a Marina, and a General Store. The Lodge
Restaurant and Bar is open 5 days a week in summer, with
hours Thursday-Saturday after Labor Day.
The cabins, of various sizes and prices, are booked
fairly solid through summer months. When I called, I got
the last cabin available though it was a month in advance.
Our cabin, with amenities for those with disabilities, was
a large three-room park-model. It is an insulated small selfsufficient cabin with kitchenette and bathroom; many of
the larger models have screened porches. All the cabins
feature rustic wooden siding and firepits outside, and cozy
Pendleton wool blankets inside. The décor was just as rustic, with the cabin “rules” posted in a twig frame on exposed wood walls.
The lake is a big draw for recreation. There are miles
of hiking trails, waterskiing, sailing, paddle-boating, canoeing and more in summer. In winter, they offer
snowmobiling, cross-country skiing and even ice fishing.
Our families rented a boat in June for fishing. At the Marina a board is posted that tells what’s biting that day,
though our stalwart fishermen had no luck.
One surprising feature of Lake of the Woods is no television or radios. There are no alarm clocks either. It was a
change, but our two days at the resort were incredibly relaxing without the distraction of modern (in)conveniences. We
read books, a selection of which are provided in the cabins
and the Lodge, had campfires, swam, hiked and boated. It
was a trip back to another time. I describe it to friends as “a
sleepover camp for the whole family.”
You can reach the Lake of the Woods resort at:
Lake of the Woods Resort
950 Harriman Route
Klamath Falls, OR 97601-8518
Toll Free 866-201-4194
http://www.lakeofthewoodsresort.com
October 2008
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Cookin’ With Jen

I

t’s time to enjoy the fruit of our labors—Fall. With the
advent of school come and gone, it’s time for hearty food
and breakfasts, lunches and dinners that warm our insides.
In my house, we eat a lot of soup. I’ll feature some oldfashioned soup recipes, some family favorites, and of course
some yummy bread to go with it. But let’s have dessert
first:
Mouthwatering Rhubarb Bars
2 c. sliced rhubarb
¾ c. sugar
¼ c. sugar
1 t. vanilla
1 ½ c. quick-cook rolled oats
1 c. packed brown sugar
1 c. butter

1 c. sliced strawberries
¼ c. water
2 T flour
1 ½ c. flour
¼ t. baking soda
½ c. chopped pecans

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Grease a 13x9x2” baking pan,
set aside. For filling, combine fruit, sugar, water; bring to
boiling, reduce heat, cover and simmer 5 minutes.
Meanwhile, in small bowl combine ½ c. white sugar and
2 T. flour. Stir in rhubarb mixture. Cook and stir 1 min. or
until thickened. Remove from heat, stir in vanilla;set aside.
In medium bowl, combine 1 ½ c. flour, oats, brown
sugar, soda. Using pastry blender, cut in butter until mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Stir in nuts. Reserve 1 c. of
mixture.
Press remaining mixture in bottom of prepared pan.
Spread evenly with filling. Sprinkle with reserved mixture;
bake 30-35 min. or until top is golden. 45 cookies.
~Virgie Essner
Football Season Chili
2 onions, minced
1 pepper (any color) chopped
6 tomatoes chopped or 1 can diced seasoned tomatoes
1 t. brown sugar
2 t. salt
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 t. chili powder (or more)
2 16 oz. cans tomato sauce 4 cans kidney beans, drained
1 can refried beans
½ t. cumin
Place all ingredients in a crock-pot; heat on low 6-8 hours.
May add browned beef or cooked bacon; top with cheese, diced onion, and sour cream.
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“Cooking for small families- Soups:
Any creamed vegetable soup can be made in a pint quantity.
A quart of meat stock can be made from the bones and
trimmings of meat purchased for other cooking, and whatever is not needed for soup can be made into gravies and
sauces for following days. A thickened meat stock containing small pieces of meat and pleanty of diced vegetables
makes a substantial dish.” ~ The Prudence Penny Cook Book,
1953
Easy Ham Biscuits
This is a wonderful, southern-inspired, easy side for a soup
night. Use your preferred buttermilk biscuit recipe or box
mix to make a traditional biscuit dough. When adding liquid,
add ½ t. dry mustard and 1 c. shredded cheddar cheese. Bake
according to your recipe or box. When cool, split and spread
sides with stone-ground or honey mustard, and place thin slices
of cooked ham between. A stack of these little sandwiches
will disappear lickety-split.

Sherried Mushroom Soup
3 tbsp butter
1- 12oz can evaporated milk
½ lb chopped mushrooms ½ c water
¼ c crème sherry
1 heaping tbsp cornstarch
Melt butter in saucepan, add mushrooms and cook over medium heat until tender and liquid is almost gone. Add crème
sherry and cook a few minutes longer. Add milk and water.
Mix cornstarch with a little water and add to soup. Over low
heat, stir until hot. Do not boil. Add salt and pepper to taste.
~Sonny Hayes-Eberts

Boston Brown Bread
1 c. cornmeal
1 c. Rye flour
¾ t. baking soda
1 t. salt
¾ c. molasses
1 c. graham flour
2 c. sour milk or buttermilk
Sift corn meal, rye flour, soda and salt together and mix well
with graham flour. Add combines molasses and sour milk and
mix well. Fill greased molds (or coffee cans) 2/3 c. full, cover
closely and steam 3 hours. Makes 3 loaves. (an easy way to
steam loaves is to set pan or cans on the bottom of a canning
pot in the jar lifter, with the pot filled with water a few inches
up the sides.)

Marj’s Diary

Hamburger or Chinese Casserole
1 lb. Hamburger
1 can Mushroom Soup
1/2 soup can Milk
3 TBSP Soy Sauce
1 cup chopped Onion
1 cups celery
1 large can or package Chow Mein Noodles

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

October 15, 1952

I

Brown Hamburger a little and add Soy Sauce, Onion, Celery
and 1/2 of the Chow Mein Noodles. Heat Mushroom Soup &
Milk. Add to Hamburger mixture. Put into casserole and bake
40 minutes at 350 degrees. Sprinkle the other half of the Noodles
over the top of the casserole and bake 15 minutes more.
This was a favorite of mine as a kid (50’s). It broke the
tomato-based casseroles and we thought we were real Chinese
Food. My kids (80’s) also liked it and it is still a family favorite
today. As will all casseroles the measurements do not need to
be exact and you can make substitutes as needed.

~ Karen Vosika
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
As a kid we went to Kansas every few years to visit Grandma &
Grandpa, assorted aunts, uncles, and cousins. We also visited
friends of my mom and dad. I can remember how boring these
visits were, because my parents just talked and there was nothing
for me to do. But when we went to visit the Lohoefener’s, Irel
and mom always baked cookies and let me help. These were my
favorites. This recipe makes 80 cookies. They can be frozen or
you make make a batch with friends and split them up. ~ KV

Monster Cookies
Cream: (It takes a large mixer to do this.)
2 lb. Brown Sugar
4 cups White Sugar
1 lb. Butter or Margarine
3 lb. Peanut Butter
12 Eggs
3 tsp. Vanilla
3 tsp. Karo Syrup
8 tsp. Baking Soda
Add: Stir by hand. (Here is where it is great to have friends
helping)
18 cups Oatmeal, quick
1 lb. Chocolate Chips
1 lb. M&M’s (The minis are great in these.)
Bake on greased cookie sheets, six cookies to a sheet. Dip batter
with an ice cream dipper. They get larger as they bake. Will be
soft when you remove them from the pan. Bake about 10 to 12
minutes at 350 degrees

have always harped that too much valuable material
goes into the garbage can. All the peelings and scraps
would make compost for fertilizer, if one would only take
the time to see that it was properly sorted.
Recently I read an article of a garden in the Portland
vicinity which uses only such material for fertilizer and
how very successful the operation is with luxuriant flowers and above average food stuffs; and the remarkable thing
was that the plants had little disease. So I have the opinion
that we are the same as vegetation and if we are, too, properly fed, we could be healthy and disease resistant.
Now I don’t mean that we should be fed decomposed
leaves and such—this is plant food; but contend that in
eating these healthy grown foods, we will also obtain resistance to diseases and gain better nutrition.
Making compost means labor; but nothing is worth
gaining if it isn’t worked for. I have always had a refuse
pile of sorts in the back yard; but haven’t used much care
in sorting and have had to battle the weeds after using the
compost for fertilizer.
A regular grinder can now be purchased to speedily
make all vegetation into a pulp that will readily decompose. I think such an instrument will pay for itself in a few
years. The big argument against commercial fertilizer is
that it burns the ground of other valuable ingredients and
the plants are given a false stimulant.
With the cow population so scarce these days, one cannot depend upon the manure pile for plant tonic. I have been
accused of almost running down the road after a horse to
gather in the piles; but rather than embarrass my family, I am
going to establish an organized compost system in the backyard and cheat the garbage man out of all the peelings.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Today we jolted up the river in our little Ford pick-up
and brought home ten sacks of alder sawdust. This we divided among all the flower beds and shrubs. It makes a
wonderful ground cover and mulch and being already half
rotted, will be a little “pepper” for the plants.
By Marjorie Hays
(Thanks to Helen Winbert and Haysel Pankey
for sharing the diary of Marjorie Hays)

The Bible is my root, of all the holy books. I speak not for
someone else. Like a root, The Bible is meaty, compact
nourishment, yet mostly hidden from view. One must dig for it.
~ Judy Hay-Eberts
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Pictures Among the Branches
By Avis Rust
The basic rules are:
• Submissions must contain six consecutive sentences
only in paragraph format – no poems and no bullets
• The title should be no longer than 36 characters including spaces
• The submission should relate to the Groundwaters’ theme

Roots and all ….!

T

hat’s me, roots and all - all that I am, all that I was
and all that I shall be. Without roots there could be no
Me, they serve to shape and enhance my reality. They
give meaning to today and abundant hope for all my
tomorrows. These roots nourish me, sustain me, they keep
me from blowing away, lost in the whirlwinds of time.
They are my anchor, holding me fast in the midst of life’s
trials and tribulations. These blessed roots of mine reach
deep into the rich soil of a childhood in Lorane; what better
roots could I have than these? ~ Jim Burnett

Send us your entries!

T

hey’re back. The gray streaks in my hair started to
show at age 12! I wonder how long I’m going to keep
up the coloring; should I just let it go, and call it “natural?” I hear Madonna thinks dark roots are in these days,
but somehow I’m not sure about the gray. I wish I could
say it doesn’t matter, but it’s such a small personal vanity
that I think it’s okay to keep up the color. Hey, only my
hairstylist will know for sure… and now you. ~ Jennifer
Chambers

A

n article in the West Lane News
(June 26, 2008) by John Daniel intrigued me, as I
like trees. Mr. Daniel climbs them and I find pictures in
their branches.
The town of Noti is in a little valley surrounded by
hills covered with trees. There are two streams of water
that meet to form the Long Tom River.
My desire is to find pictures that are formed by the
branches of the trees against the sky, especially the majestic firs and the aged oaks. The article about John Daniel
prompted me to write my experience with trees, especially
those that are very close to my home. I live in the center of
Noti. Stepping out on our back porch with two little eager
dogs early in the morning, I sought something to occupy
my time while waiting for them to complete their business.
I scan the territory and suddenly, Charles Schultz’s
“Snoopy” appears, sitting on a fir limb among the branches.
A short distance from Snoopy is a lamb contentedly grazing among the oak branches.
Just follow my gaze a short distance – to the north on
Fir Street is a fir tree with an eagle ready to take flight and
soar into the sky. Maybe he saw the gentleman hidden in
the branches looking for a maiden with a glamourous hat
perched upon her curly locks.
Upon the recently-logged hill west of Noti stand three
lone fir trees etched against the sky. When I first took notice of them, they immediately reminded me of the three
crosses of Calvary. As I mused on them, I noticed that to
the left of the middle tree is a figure of a bent person looking toward the middle tree. It can be plainly seen from a
short distance from the truck weigh-station east of
Noti.
Am I a dreamer? No, I am an artist at heart.
I do not have the time to stand at an easel to paint
their pictures, but they give me pleasure just as
they are – painted in the sky.

Money is the root of all evil, and yet it is such a
useful root that we cannot get on without it any
more than we can without potatoes. Louisa May
Alcott
First women subtract from their age, then they
divide it, and then they extract its square root.
Unknown
Wisdom has its root in goodness, not goodness
its root in wisdom. Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Bear Walk
By Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

I

remember the afternoon I saw the bear. I was walking
in our majestic old growth forest, soaking in the beauty
of nature and reveling in the fact that Summer had arrived.
I was also walking alone, which I usually didn’t do. Even
though our house was close, I always pictured rabid animals jumping out of the forest, waiting to eat me if I was
alone. But this afternoon was different. There was a sense
of ultimate protection and entrancing warmth surrounding
the forest. I felt wonderfully free and safe as I walked. I
liked the way the still breeze occasionally quivered through
my apricot-scented hair, mixing with the musky fragrance
of the woods.
I was about a half hour into my walk when I saw something large moving up ahead. I stopped right before a clearing in the woods and fixed my eyes on what was clearly
the physique of a coal black bear. This bear was leaning
on a tree, stretching its paws out to a honey bee nest. Even
at a lumbering six foot, the bear couldn’t quite reach the
nest that was partially concealed in a high tree branch. It
would reach out unsuccessfully, with a great flourish of its
massive paw, and try to knock down the nest. It usually
missed by a few inches and would then lose its balance.
I observed all of this very quickly. My first instinct
was fear and uncertainty at the sight of the bear. What
would it do if it saw me? Was it a mother bear who would
want to protect her cubs nearby? My thoughts flashed before me with panicked urgency. But the panic I was feeling was very shortly replaced with humor. I was at least
sixty feet away from the bear, and I was partially hidden
by the trees. If I needed to quickly leave, I could be down
the hill in two minutes and go to the old log cabin near our
home. I suddenly realized that this moment was meant to
be.
This bear was going about its day, as I was going about
mine. We were two unlikely beings, each coexisting together in the same place, in the same world. This bear had
worked its aloof magic, because I was thoroughly spellbound.

After I calmed myself, my eyes became glued to the
bear. I felt like I shouldn’t be watching, because I was catching this animal in a possibly embarrassing, very uncoordinated moment. It tried every conceivable way to reach the
honey nest. It tried shaking the tree branch, the tree trunk,
and the very short twigs. It tried climbing the tree and then
jumping off the tree to “body slam” the nest as it came
down. It tried making large swipes in mid-air, in a hopeful
attempt to hit the nest. Nothing seemed to work. The nest
was too far and high back into the branch.
All this time, I could feel the bear’s irritation and determination mount. It grunted loudly several times and
seemed to be breathing very heavily. Frantic, little goldencolored bees circled around the bear’s thick, shiny black
coat that looked fresh from the summer. Every so often,
the giddily warm breeze would stir the air. Sometimes,
sniffing in my direction, the bear would look up from its
nest-destruction difficulities and stand arched high on its
hind legs, with its nostrils flared, seeming to sense my presence.
Here I was absorbed in the world of this mysterious,
sensitive creature who was showing me how it lived. This
was a connection that merged animal, nature and human
together. It reminded me of how my world was just one of
many.
The bear countinued to try and knock the nest down,
until finally it gave up. I was suprised, thinking that the
bear would eventually get that long-awaited-for taste of
sweet honey. However, it obviously wasn’t worth its time,
because it suddenly left the tree and started to lumber down
the hill in the opposite direction from me. I can clearly
picure that black bear casually dismissing the hopeless nest
and walking away with an aloof, prideful stance so often
associatiated with bears. And, seeing that the source of my
visual inspiration was gone, I picked myself up and headed
back home also.

Bridgett Johnson-Elliott has lived in Lorane all her life. She
is 17 and attends LCC full time. She loves living in the
heart of nature, and counts herself blessed to have
such interesting forest friends.

The Ant Invaders!
By Riley Chambers, age 7

O

ne night a grasshopper went outside. He didn’t real
ize that some ants were chewing his leg! But the grasshopper kept on walking. The ants took the grasshopper to
the ant-hill. The grasshopper escaped the ants. He went
back home.
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Jason
By Stephanie Kau

J

ason is not a common name, for a cat, that is. Only the
most human-like cats can have such a name, and that’s
exactly the kind of cat I am going to be telling you about
here. Have you ever met an animal that has such a huge
personality that you don’t even speak the same language
and you can still communicate as if there is no species
difference? That is Jason. He has the most vivid sense of
humor, he can be quiet, but when you get him started, you
can’t shut him up.
He is in his teenage years. He doesn’t like to abide by
the rules; I guess you could call him a rebel. But he has a
cause. It’s to irritate the closest person or thing he can
find. He’ll find some way to get into rooms, even when
the doors are closed, and he’ll stay in there, screaming,
until someone comes to release him. His favorite time to
pull this particular prank is when everyone is sleeping; so
then he wakes everyone. When you finally do let him out
he will just laugh.
Other times, he will trick you into thinking he is sweet,
and then reach up and bite your hand, or scratch you. Usually he doesn’t mean to actually hurt you, and when he
does, he’ll come up to you and apologize, and lick the spot
that hurts, as if he’s kissing the pain away. He also knows
when people are sad, or sick. One day I was home all day
sick, and not once did he leave my side. When I got up, he
got up and followed me, making sure I was ok, then once
I laid back down, he hopped right back up next to me.
He’s like that with sadness too. Whenever someone is
crying, you can bet that Jason will be right there, either
lying by your head or sticking his nose into your buried
face, asking if there’s anything he can do. He makes a perfect secret keeper too. He only talks about secrets with the
secret teller. He’ll just sit there, staring intently at you while
you talk. It’s almost hard to keep from laughing, because
the playful face he usually has on is gone, and in its place
is a stone solid serious face.
Sometimes he’s my best friend, and sometimes he annoys me until I can’t stand him any longer. He is my cat,
my best friend, my little brother, the one that hogs my bed,
and the most entertaining animal I have ever shared my
house with.

Morning Routine
I wake up at seven and crawl out of bed,
Look in the mirror with my eyes full of dread;
Give myself a shave then hop in the shower.
There's no time to waste, work starts in an hour.
I take my pants and put them on inside out,
Then run to the kitchen as the kettle starts to shout.
I make my coffee which falls on the floor,
But there's no time to clean, so I run out the door.
I rush down the steps and slip on the mat,
Then the bus starts to leave as I drop my hat.
I run to the street to flag the bus down,
Then turn my head to an oncoming sound.
I jump to the ditch as the car skids my way,
Then I rip my suit and lose my toupe.
I hide in the dirt and hope I'm not seen,
As I lay in the ditch in my morning routine.
~ Joe DeAngelo

Night
The sun is setting,
and stars are being sprinkled across the night sky
when the round halo of light
springs up from behind the trees.
It is in this moment that I realize
I should live my life not for fear of dying
Rather, my soul should touch others
So their lives can seem well-spent
The moon, even in the darkest of days
Is a source of light in a sea of darkness.
And that is what I want.
To bring hope to the hopeless.
~ Linsey Kau, Crow High School, age 15
From A Celebration of Poets, High Merit Poem,West Grades 7-12

Best Friends
Best friends share with you,
Best friends love you.
Best friends stay by your side,
and they don’t run off.
When you make a mistake,
they don’t make you feel bad,
And at the end they say,
“You’re my Best Friend.”
~ Rebecca Bain
Rebecca, grade 5, lives in Redmond & likes to write and draw pictures.
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Nick DeAngelo was born in New York City, Oregon, and grew up mostly in Alaska, New Jersey. When he’s not procrastinating on
writing material for Groundwaters, he likes to spend time hanging out with his buddies Tom Hanks, and Jerry Seinfeld. Together they
go on hikes, visit the tombs of distant relatives, sneak into hotels, and steal towels off of maids’ carts. Nick is currently engulfed in a
science project, where he is attempting to rejuvenate the body of John Lennon. So far he has still yet to find it.
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A Look Back in Time

Community News
SANTA is coming to town!

K

eep an eye out on your school newsletters and on the local readerboards because, if you need a little help this
holiday season, SANTA is here. Sharing Among Neighbors Toy
Appeal is a group ofVeneta/Elmira-based volunteers that want
to bring a happy holiday to local kids, 18 and under. The only
thing parents need to show is proof of residency in the Fern
Ridge or Crow school district -- a report card or an insurance
card -- and a holiday’s worth of gifts is yours for your children. Generally, a stocking plus new gifts like toys, games,
personal items and sports items are available for parents to
choose from -- and all for free. (The number of gifts per child
depends on donations available per year.) Please take advantage of this gift from your community if you need it. Times
and dates will be posted soon around the community and
SANTA can always use volunteers, too!

Holiday Bazaars Galore!

C

ome see the Groundwaters crew at the Veneta area Ba
zaar Weekend. Each year, the church and community
members pull out the stops and offer handmade items for sale.
This year the dates are November 21 and 22, and flyers will
be available soon in local stores. Groundwaters will be at the
Alvadore Community Center at the Fire Hall in Alvadore on
Saturday the 22nd with goodies, subscriptions and more. You
can pick up a flyer with all the Bazaar locations at any of the
participating churches.

Faro and Doris Caudill, homesteaders.
Russell Lee, 1940. Library of Congress archives

Broadway Events Center

C

all the Broadway Events Center for your event planning needs, 935-3636. The new community center, located in the old carpet store on Broadway Street in Veneta, is
now available for events. They are looking for volunteers to
“reconstruct” the building now that “deconstruction” is done,
as well as people to give of their talents in teaching, designing,
stagecraft, youth activities, grant writing, legal issues, etc…
and it has a full schedule of classes at nominal cost! The Center, run by Applegate Regional Theater, has even held a reading there for a local playwright. Come try Yoga, Piano, Violin,
Sewing, Fashion drawing or IntergenerationalTheater right here
in Veneta. Call for updated classes and times, or information
on using the Center for your meeting needs.

Elements

A

re you looking for a group that is supporting, inspirational and creative? A place where people speak your language, where they help and encourage one another? A place to
share your work? You are invited to visit Elements, which
meets monthly, for mutual inspiration. The membership encompasses many visual arts, including potters, sculptors, weavers, woodworkers, photographers, jewelers, painters, etc.They
welcome all experience levels. Elements meets at the Fern
Ridge Library, Konnie Room, at 7:30 p.m., the third Monday
of each month. Contact Ellen Marmon for more info at 9352631 or emarmon@uoregon.edu
If you like what you read, pass it on.
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